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ABSTRACT

EFFECTS OF HIGH SCHOOL VOCATIONAL OFFICE TRAINING

UPON SUBSEQUENT BEGINNING CAREER-PATTERNS

by Paul Vaughn Braden

This study was concerned with determining the effect

of varying amounts and types of vocational office training

on the subsequent beginning career patterns of female high

school graduates. The study was limited to female high

school graduates who entered the office field within six

months after graduation without any additional formal

training.

Data Collection and Analysis
 

Questionnaires were sent to all three hundred sixty-

six 1956 female high school graduates from the public and

parochial high schools of Lansing, Michigan. A 99 per cent

reSponse was obtained providing preliminary work-history

data. Of the one hundred thirty-five graduates who entered

the office field and who resided in Michigan in 1962, one

hundred twenty were interviewed in order to obtain detailed

work-history data for the period of time June, 1956 to June,

1962. Six graduates submitted data by mail because of ex-

treme difficulty in arranging appointments, thereby bringing

the total number in the sample to one hundred twenty-six.

The one hundred twenty-six graduates in the sample

were subsequently divided into four Groups according to the
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amount of vocational office training received in high school.

In order to discern their beginning career patterns, a scale

ranking office jobs according to average beginning salary

was developed to serve as a model for facilitating the de-

tection of any movement within and in and out of the office

field during the six year period studied.

Findings and Conclusions

‘-

1. There was a statistically significant difference between

the four Groups in their labor market behavior after

graduation, viz., those with more vocational office

training felt prepared for work, obtained high level

entering and ending jobs in the office field and were

identified as having experienced stable beginning ca-

reer patterns. Consequently, those graduates with more

vocational office training were able to avoid the dead-

end and unstable beginning career patterns characteris-

tic of those graduates with less vocational office

training.

There is no substitute for high school vocational of-

fice training when entering the office field after grad-

uation without additional formal training. The over-

whelming majority of the graduates in this study stated

that if they were to return to high school, they would

take vocational office training.

The findings in this study indicated that vocational

office training obtained in high school is a major deter-

minant of beginning career patterns for female high
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school graduates who enter the office field without

additional training. Therefore, professional educators,

knowing the amount of vocational office training or

preparation, can make meaningful statements concerning

the type of beginning career pattern which a given grad-

uate would normally be expected to experience upon enter-

ing the labor market.

The four beginning career patterns which emerged from

the analysis of the labor market behavior of the grad-

uates in this sample, viz., stable, dead-end, unstable

and temporary worker, add significantly to previous find-

ings about beginning career development of the office

worker. Instead of references being made to particular

types of jobs, job duties, mobility patterns, etc., in

the analysis and prediction of career development, the

conceptual scheme presented in this study lends itself

to the interpretation of labor market behavior in the

office field which summarizes the interrelationships of

these variables.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

The problem investigated by this study was that of

measuring the vocational office training of female high

school graduates as a determinant in the development of

subsequent beginning career patterns. The investigation

was a sub-study of a state-wide investigation of vocational

education in the State of Michigan.1 Specifically, this

study was concerned with determiningthe effect2 of vary-

ing amounts and types of vocational office training on the

subsequent beginning career patterns of female high school

graduates who entered the office field within six months

following graduation with no additional training. The

following sub-problems were investigated in this study:

1. What effect does the amount and type of vo-

cational office training have on entering and

ending jobs of the graduates?

 

1The Michigan State Board of Control for Vocational

Education, in 1958, authorized a comprehensive evaluation of

vocational education in Michigan. The primary purpose of

the study was to make evaluative judgments of the programs

in operation as a means of aiding educators in planning for

improved vocational education programs in the future. The

Director of the Project was Dr. Lawrence Borosage, Professor,

Department of Industrial Education, Michigan State Univer-

sity.

2Effect was used here instead of relationship because

of the attempt to account for other determinants of begin-

ning career patterns.other than Specific vocational training.



2. What effect does the amount and type of vo-

cational office training have on job satis-

faction, viz., which graduates felt prepared

for work after graduation and which graduates

liked their first job?

3. What effect does the amount and type of vo-

cational office training have on the beginning

career patterns of the graduates, viz., were

there distinct beginning career patterns

develOped by the graduates?

4. Can distinct beginning career patterns be

plotted or discerned?

5. What variables other than the amount and type

of vocational office training seemed to be

influencing the beginning career patterns of

the graduates, e.g., the amount and type of

initial work experience before graduation and

the educational and vocational plans of the

graduates as given in their high school

records?

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was threefold: (1) to pro-

vide information to those concerned with the education of

high school females pertaining to the effects of vocational

office training on the development of subsequent beginning

career patterns, (2) to utilize sociological "models" that

illustrate career patterns in the analysis of the beginning

career patterns of female high school graduates who enter

the office field, and (3) to utilize these findings as a

part of a larger study of vocational education in Michigan

which will help determine the direction of vocational

education in the immediate future and in the years beyond.

Need for the Study

The need for this study is apparent when consideration

is given to the following facts:



1. There is an increased demand for office

workers.

2. There is a need for an evaluation to deter-

mine if the vocational office training given

at the high school level is sufficient for

obtaining some measure of success in the

office field after graduation. This evalu-

ation must be completed in light of recent

social and economic change.

3. There is a need for more meaningful analytical

tools by which to evaluate the effectiveness

of vocational office training on the subse-

quent labor market behavior of high school

graduates.

A brief discussion of each of the above facts follows:

The need for office workerS.--The demand for office

workers continues to grow in Spite of new equipment and

methods designed to handle a rising volume of work. Accord-

ing to the 1959 edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook:

In 1910, only 1 in 20 American workers was en-

gaged in clerical work. By 1940, the proportion

of clerical workers had risen to l in 10 and, by

1950, to l in 8 employed workers.1

According to the 1961 edition of the Occupational Out-

look Handbook, there were nearly ten million people who did

clerical or some closely related kind of work in 1960.2

Mere important, the Handbook states that hundreds of thousands

of openings will occur in clerical and related occupations

each year during the 1960's. The Handbook shows the particu-

lar importance of clerical work for women by stating that

"two-thirds of all clerical workers are women, and almost

1U. 8., Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Out-

look Handbook (1959), p. 226.

2U. 8., Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Out—

look Handbook (1961), p. 274.



one-third of all women who have jobs of any kind do clerical

work."

The female high school graduate is eSpecially likely to

enter the clerical field. According to a study by the National

Manpower Council in their book Womanpower, published in 1957,

the concentration in relatively few fields is characteristic

of the initial employment of women. The Council states that:

. . about 45 per cent of all girls, compared to

about 30 per cent of all boys, terminate their formal

education with high school graduation. Over two-

fifths of these girls have followed clerical or com-

mercial curricula and about three-fifths of those who

enter employment secure clerical jobs.2

The need for evaluation of the effectiveness of vo-

cational office training in light of recent social and

economic changeS.--The reSponSibility of keeping pace with

current social, economic, and technical trends is shared by

high school administrators, business education teachers,

businessmen, parents, and society in general. School ad-

ministrators in particular realize that vocational curriculum

planning is not complete until the worth of the result has

been evaluated.

Technological change, increasing mobility of the

p0pulation, increasing size of the work force, greater role

of women in the work force, and urbanization of the

 

1Erwin D. Canham (ed.), Womanpower, A Statement by

the National Manpower Council with chapters by the Council

Staff (New York: Columbia University Press, 1957), p. 221.

2Occupational Outlook Handbook (1961), 02. cit.,

p. 274.



population have brought on many changes in the American

economy in recent years. In addition, the increasing young

adult population has been burdened with a disproportionate

unemployment rate. This unemployment rate among young adults

has been intensified by our evolution from an industrial to

a technological society. Although bringing many benefits to

society, this technological age has created new problems.

What, then, are the basic assumptions by which every

high school principal, curriculum director, curriculum com-

mittee, guidance committee, or parent group must consider

when reviewing the role of business education in the light of

recent social and economic trends? Hamden L. Forkner lists

these basic assumptions as follows:

1. Every young person, regardless of his future

vocational or professional aSpirations and

accomplishments, will constantly be called

upon to make decisions and take actions that

are based on knowledge about business and

its operations.

2. Every young person, regardless of the Size

of school or community, is entitled to the

opportunity of becoming competent in the vo-

cational and economic life of our day.

3. The high school curriculum, if it is to meet

modern needs of youth, will have to undergo

some major changes in the way of eliminating

from the curriculum some of the things that

make no difference in the way young people

and adults live in today's world. The high

school will have to question the time Spent

in learning skills of the horse-and-buggy era

so that more time will be available for other

important learnings.

4. The complexity of modern business and economic

life is so marked that only those who have been

Specifically prepared to teach business and

economics should be entrusted to educate youth

about business and economic activities.



5. The levels of work in modern business are so

varied that most young pe0ple in high school

can be prepared for one of these levels pro-

vided the school is alert to the situation

and is prepared to adjust traditional patterns

to new needs.

6. Every young person who plans to continue his

education beyond high school should be prepared

to pursue that education.

7. Business subjects should be accepted by colleges

and universities on the same basis as other high

school subjects.

These and similar lists of assumptions underlying the

inclusion of business education in the curriculum of the ex-

panding American high school can be translated into basic

goals. According to Herbert A. Tonne, business education,

of which vocational office training is a part, has the two

following goals:

1. Business education is a type of training

which, while it helps to achieve all the

aims of education at any level of learning,

has for its primary objective the preparation

of students for entrance upon a business

career; or having entered upon such a career,

to render more efficient service therein and

to advance their present levels of employment

to higher levels.

2. Training in those phases of business that

concern every member of society. This purpose

of business education is nontechnical and in-

volves: (1) education of persons to be in-

telligent consumers of the services of business,

and (2) a clear understanding of the nation's

economy.

 

1Hamden L. Forkner, "Characteristics of Business Edu-

cation in our Expanding High Schools," The Business Education

Program in the Expanding Secondary School, ed. Lloyde.

Douglas (waShington, D.C}: United Business Education Associa-

tion, 1957), pp. 13-4.

2Herbert A. Tonne, Principles of Business Education

(New York: Gregg Publishing Company, Inc., 1954), pp. 8-9.



Clearly, then, if general education is thought of as

the adjustment of the individual to his environment, business

education must be thought of as the adjustment of the indivi—

dual to his business environment. Thus, business education

helps the individual to adjust to his total environment.

The President's Panel of Consultants on Vocational

Education presented its report to President John F. Kennedy

on November 28, 1962. The report states that: h

It is becoming increasingly clear that there is

no real assurance now that mastery of an occupation,

once achieved, will last any worker a lifetime. Al-

though jobs may change, a worker who has mastered

the skills of a trade or occupation and who has kept

himself abreast of new techniques and developments

can reasonably expect to continue in his trade

throughout his working life. Preemployment training

of youth must therefore provide a solid occupational

foundation. In addition, the potential member of

the labor force must be well aware of his responsi-

bility for his own self-development if he is to con-

tinue to keep up to date in his occupation. Since

more and more workers will need a program of lifelong

learning, continuing educational Opportunities must

be provided to cope with occupational change. Vo-

cational educators must train more broadly for career

patterns, for a lifelong sequence of employment

opportunities.

Educators are not in complete agreement as to what

part of the high school educational program should be allotted

to general and what to specialized education, and when the

latter Should begin. Stratemeyer, Forkner, McKim, and Passow

in their book, Developing a Curriculum for Modern Living,

state:

 

1U. 5., Office of Education, Education for a Changing

World of Work) Report of the Panel of COnsultants on VOca-

tional Education (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Print-

ing Office, 1963), p. 16.



The fundamental issues which underlie the choices

made by those who guide the learning experiences of

children and youth must be re-examined in terms of

new findings and changing conditions. Alternatives

for resolving basic curriculum problems will have

to be critically studied and appraised to determine

how well they actually contribute to the achievement

of desired ends. Ways will have to be found for us-

ing the constantly growing body of research reported

by educators and Specialists in related fields. But

at the same time, those who work most closely with

learners must extend their competencies in studying

the potency of school-guided experiences for helping

individuali cope with the persistent life situations

they face.

The need for more meaningful analytical tools for

evaluation.--The Dictionary of Education defines the follow-
 
 

up study as "a study made to collect information about a

student at some period after a counseling contact in order

to estimate the effect of that contact; used in evaluating

counseling and employment work."2 Business educators have

made extensive use of follow-up research primarily as an

organized inquiry into the experiences and reactions of high

school graduates. The purpose of this normative-survey

method of research is typically to assess the effectiveness

of business education instruction by investigating the grad-

uates who, while in high school, either pursued a business

curriculum or took at least one business course.

 

1Florence B. Stratemeyer, Hamden L. Forkner, Margaret

G. McKim, and Harry A. Passow, Developing a Curriculum for

Modern Living (New York: Teachers College, Columbia UEIVer-

sity, 1957), p. 728.

2Carter V. Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education (New

York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959), p. 531.



A bulletin prepared by the Joint Committee on Needed

Research of the Research Foundation of the United Business

Education Association (now the National Business Education

Association) suggests numerous research t0pics that involve

follow—up of high school graduates and/or drop-outs.1

Many general texts in the fields of guidance, curriculum,

and high school administration have emphasized the potential

values of local follow-up studies of high school graduates.

In addition, follow-up studies of high school graduates have

been recommended through publications of the U. 5. Office of

Education, state departments of education, and organizations

such as the National Association of Secondary-School

Principals and the American Council on Education. The recom-

mendation for continued follow-up studies was made as early

as 1940 by Reeves and Bell. They stated that:

An essential step in the care and education of

youth is for each community which has its own

distinctive pattern to make its own inquiry to

ascertain what are the present needs and wants of

its young people.2

Thus, it can be established that follow-up studies are

of considerable value when attempting to evaluate the

effectiveness of vocational training. However, there are

 

1United Business Education Association, Needed Re-

search in Business Education, prepared by Joint Committee on

Needed Research in Business Education, Bulletin of the UBEA

Research Foundation (Washington, D.C.: The Association, 1955),

16 pp. -

 

2F.W. Reeves and Howard M. Bell, "Youth and Work Op-

portunities," The Needs of Youth in.Modern America, ed. Paul

B. Jacobson,,Vol. 24 (Washington,CD.C.:*National’Association

of Secondary School Principals, 1940), p. l.
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many limitations of follow-up studies as typically applied.

Herbert J. Langen, in a doctoral study pertaining to needed

research in business education, concluded that follow-up

studies should be continued and should also be applied more

appropriately.1

One of the limitations of most follow-up studies, ac-

cording to a study by Robert Lowry, appears to be the:

. . . tendency for subjects who had different inter-

ests, experiences, and abilities, as well as differ-

ent degrees of scholastic success in high school, to

be converted for convenience of analysis of interpre-

tation, into standard units, so to Speak, that were

seldom differentiated in terms of previous school

success, school eXperienceS, and other variables.

A challenging question remains to be answered accord-

ing to Lowry: "What relationships eXist between the nature,

quality, and extent of school success and experiences, on

the one hand, and after-school success and experiences, on

the other hand?"3 In order to attempt to answer the above

question, there must be a recognition that the determinants

of career patterns are multi-dimensional. These dimensions

are related to the graduate's scholastic achievement, family

background, educational and vocational goals, etc., all of

which play some role in career develOpment.

 

1Herbert J. Langen, "A Study to Determine the Needed

Research in Business Education as Revealed by Titles of Re-

search Studies Completed, 1933-1953, and by a Survey of

Opinions from Two Selected Groups of Business Educators,"

National Business Education Quarterly (October, 1955), 24:49.
 

2Robert A. Lowry, "Principles of Follow-up Research

in Business Education" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,

Indiana University, 1958), p. 180.

31bid., p. 182.
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Much of the background information on graduates can be

obtained from high school permanent records. However, Lowry

found in analyzing twenty follow-up studies that:

The twenty reports analyzed contain no record of a

successful application of data available in records

of school marks, guidance folders, etc., in the

analysis and interpretation of follow-up data. Only

one investigator may be said to have experimented

with the possibility of relating pupils' siholastic

records to their after-school experiences.

Thus, analytical tools are needed which will help the

researcher to determine the effect of various determinants

upon individual and group work careers. According to Donald

Super:

Groups must be studied to identify common determin-

ants of career patterns. However, differences in

the importance of various determinants could be ob-

scured by pooling data from groups which are too

heterogeneous. To clarify the roles of determinants,

it may be well, be most appropriate to study groups

with certain characteristics in common and to compare

such groups with other groups having different

characteristics in common. It may be fruitful, for

example, to study the career patterns and the determin-

ants of the patterns of groups similar with reSpect to

intelligence, socio-economic tatus, measured inter-

ests, or kinds of entry jobs.

\Limitations of the Study/

Limitation as to high schools.--This study was limited

to graduates of the Class of 1956 from the three public and

two Catholic (hereafter referred to as parochial) schools in

Lansing, Michigan. These five schools constituted the total

 

llbid., p. 180.

2Donald E. Super, et a1., Vocational Development--A

Framework for Research, Monograph 1 (New York: Teachers

College, Columbia University, 1957), pp. 83-4.
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number of high schools in Lansing in 1956.

Limitation as business curricula studied.--This study

was concerned solely with the amount and type of vocational

office training obtained by the graduates in the 10th, 11th,

and 12th grades. Other curricula were considered only

incidentally in computing grade point averages and in

classifying those graduates who had no vocational office

training or combinations of vocational office training and

some other course of study.

Limitation as graduates studied.—-This study was con-

cerned with graduates who entered the office field within Six

months after graduation and who obtained no additional train-

ing other than what might have been provided by an employer

within the business concern. The few graduates who held a

part-time job after first securing a full~time job within

six months were considered as a part of this sample through-

out the study.

Limitation as to time.--The period of time under
 

study was limited to a Span of six years or from June, 1956

to June, 1962. Thus, ample time was provided for the gradu-

ates in the study to develOp the beginning years of a career

pattern yet not be so far removed from school days that they

could still answer significant questions for the study.

Limitations as to instructional methodS.--This study
 

was not concerned with the instructional methods employed

in teaching vocational office subjects and related activities

in the public and parochial schools of Lansing, Michigan.
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Rather, the study attempts to determine the effects of the

training obtained by the graduates on their subsequent be-

ginning career patterns.

Definition of Terms

Vocational education is used here to broadly desig-

nate that portion of the education which goes further than

general education by dealing in a more Specialized manner

with the development of occupational competency. It is not

restricted to those programs which are reimbursable through

the National Vocational Education Acts.

Business education as used hereafter will refer to

"that area of education which develops skills, attitudes,

and understandings essential for the successful direction

of business relationships."1

Career refers to "The structured sequence of events

in the life of a person as he progresses in a job or as he

changes from one job to another in the occupational struc-

tures."2

Career pattern refers to the "sequence of jobs that

follow some orderly develOpment."3 The term will be used to

focus attention on mobility and certain aSpectS of success

and satisfaction as related to job changes within and in and

out of the office field over the six-year period under study.

 

1Good, op. cit., p. 71.

2Super, op. cit., p. 131.

3De1bert C. Miller and William H. Form, Industrial

Sociology (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1951), p. 86I.

 

3/
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Initial work period refers to a period of job imperman-

ence beginning when the worker seeks her first temporary job

during her Span of school enrollment and continuing until

she has completed her education.1

Trial work_period refers to a period of job transi-

tion beginning when the worker seeks her first full-time,

permanent job and continuing until she has secured a position

in an occupation which she intends to remain to the exclusion

of other occupations.2

Office field will refer to the classification given

in the 1956 National Office Management Salary Survey in

addition to certain positions within the Michigan Bell Tele-

phone Company.3

Mobility will refer to the actual movement of workers

from one job to another, or into and out of employment, or

into and out of the labor force.4

Office cooperative training refers to the Office Co-

operative Occupational Training Program. This is a program

of study providing for alternating daily study in school

 

1A modification of Miller and Form's definition, p.

836.

2A modification of Miller and Form's definition, p.

867.

3National Office Management Association, Office

Salaries (Willow Grove, Pennsylvania: National Office Manage-

ment Association, 1956), and private correSpondence from

Michigan Bell Telephone Company, Lansing, Michigan (April

30, 1963).

4Herbert S. Parnes, Research on Labor Mobility; An Ap-

praisal of Research Findings in theIUnited States (New York:

Social Science Research Council, 1954), p. 22.
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with supervised job training from a cooperating employer and

the teacher-coordinator.

High school graduate refers in some research to

school-leaver.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A review of the studies pertaining to the career

patterns or beginning career patterns of female workers re-

veals a dearth of literature. No studies were found per-

taining Specifically to the beginning career patterns of

female high School graduates who entered the office field

after graduation. However, studies were found that per-

tained to the career patterns of male workers which were of

considerable value in revealing similarities and differences

in problems, purposes, techniques, and procedures, and in

identifying results that might be expected, occasionally at

least, to serve as a basis for comparisons later in this

study.

All the studies reviewed are related in some aSpect

to the present study; yet none are duplicated in sc0pe,

organization, or presentation of data. The reviewing of

literature pertinent to the background of this study is

divided into three parts: (1) studies related to career

patterns and mobility; (2) career patterns of women; and

(3) beginning career patterns.

Studies Related to Career Patterns and Mobility

Career_patterns.--The term career pattern is not a

familiar one, yet it is not new. Super defines the term

16
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career pattern in the following manner:

Most commonly, an individual's career pattern des-

cribes changes in the socio-economic level of the

jobs held during his working life. The focus is

not on success or satisfaction but on level and

on movement, as shown by jobs and job changes.

\The definition of the term career pattern given above

is similar to the one employed in the present study, viz.b

\"the sequence of jobs that follow some orderly develOpment."

Both definitions lend themselves to the examination of the

work histories of many individuals who have shared common

experiences. The common experience in the present study

was that all the subjects entered the office field after

graduation;/ As will be seen later, this common experience

indicates that although labor market behavior is in many re-

Spects a highly personalized phenomenon, there are, never-

theless, ways in which it can be viewed normatively.

Some of the most useful information about labor market

behavior comes from the work done on the career patterns of

males. Delbert C. Miller and William H. Form, in their book

Industrial Sociology, define career pattern as the "sequence

of jobs that follow some orderly development."3 Their use

of the concept primarily found employment as a graphic por-

trayal of one aSpect of vocational development, the work

history. They focused attention on socio-economic status

and mobility rather than on Success or satisfaction and gave

 

lSuper, op. cit., p. 72.

HMiller and Form, op. cit., p. 861.

31bid.
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a presentation of changes in occupational level or field

over a period of time.

The present study was concerned with identifying be-

ginning career patterns of high school graduates in the

office field. The office field as defined in Chapter I (see

p. 14) constitutes only a portion of what Miller and Form

refer to as the clerical and kindred occupationallevel.

Therefore, the present study is more narrow in this reSpect

than Miller and Form's work.

In the present study the emphasis given to the determi-

nation of career patterns was that of movement within and in

and out of the office field. This movement, however, was

viewed as successful when it tended in an upward direction.

For example, those graduates with the greatest amount of

vocational office training Should have the most success in

terms of upward mobility.

The first research in career patterns was carried out

by P. B. Davidson and H. D. Anderson in their study of

Occupational Mobility in an American Community.1 The study
 

was carried out in the city of San Jose, California. The

study was published in 1937 and traced job sequences of males

from various socio-economic groups and patterns of careers

characteristic of each group were established. The sample

included 1,242 persons and comprised almost exactly 7 per

cent of the 17,745 males who were gainfully employed in

 

1P. E. Davidson and H. D. Anderson, Occupational

Mobility in an American Community (Stanford:’StanfOrd Univer-

sity Press, 1937).
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San Jose according to the 1930 census. It was assumed that

the proportion of workers in each group at the time the

sample was taken (in the late months of 1933 and the early

months of 1934) was practically the same as that shown in

the 1930 census.

Davidson and Anderson conclude in part that:

The data as a whole suggested that the occupa-

tional pyramid processes, an institutional character,

that its marked stratification is due in large mea-

sure to forces related to an emerging from the

occupational status of fathers and family environ-

ment in which children are reared, and that these do

not submit easily to other influences such as the

school but tend to form certain patterns which become

characteristic of the several occupational levels.1

\xIn terms of clerical workers (their definition is

broader than that used in this study) whose patterns are

diSplayed in this study, tended to come largely from the

homes of skilled-artisan fathers. They received an elemen-

tary schooling, then entered unskilled or semi-skilled em-

ployment in training for trades in which they finally

settled. Their range of occupational experience was limited.

The pattern for clerical workers indicated a class-like

tendency from Skilled status of fathers to that of their

sons.3

The female high school graduates in the present study,

predominately emerged from the same socio-economic levels as

those discussed above by Davidson and Anderson for the

clerical and kindred workers. The graduates were classified

as to socio-economic level by using W. Lloyd Warner's revised

 

1Ibid., p. 186. 2Ibid., p. 187.
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scale for rating occupations.l Of the seven levels in this

scale, 80 per cent of the graduates came from the 4th, 5th,

and 6th levels. These particular occupational levels are

characterized by the Skilled-artisan.

\\Miller and Form distinguished five stages in which the

job sequence of workers could be classified./ The basis for

this classification was the work histories of a small but

selected sample of men in the State of Ohio. Even though

these stages were developed from the work histories of men,

still, they had merit in establishing some structure for

investigating the beginning career patterns of women.\\The

five stages as summarized are as follows: (1) the prepa—

tory work period, in which the child begins to develop an

orientation to the world of work through home, neighborhood,

and school activities; (2) the initial work period which

begins with the first part-time or summer work experience at

around the age of fourteen; (3) the trial work period which

begins with entry into the regular labor market some time

between sixteen and twenty-five and continuing until a

stable work position is located, usually after considerable

changing of jobs until a type of work is found in which the

young adult can hold his own, at about the age of thirty-

five; (4) the stable work period which begins at about age

thirty-five and continues until age sixty; and (5) the

 

1W. Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker, and K. Eells,

Social Class in America (Chicago: Science Research Associ-

ates, 1949), pp. 140-1.
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retirement period which begins at Sixty or sixty-five.1

‘xSince the work period under investigation in the

present study includes approximately the same ages as given

for the initial and trial work period, the two definitions

were accepted as appropriate for this study.

\\Miller and Form, having established that their job

sequences could be classified into the five abovementioned

stages, proceeded to see if the sequences of these work

periods were patterned in different ways in different oc-

cupational or socio-economic groups. This was essentially

what Davidson and Anderson had done fifteen years earlier.

A summary of the career patterns found are as follows: (1)

the stable career pattern which is most characteristic of

professional careers, many managers, some skilled workers

and to a lesser extent semi-skilled and clerical workers;

(2) the conventional career pattern which follows the usual

progression from initial through trial to stable employment

and is characteristic of managerial, skilled, and clerical

workers; (3) the unstable career pattern where the worker is

not successful in establishing himself permanently in what

might have been a lifetime job or occupation, but instead

gives up his potential career in one field and goes off in

a different direction. This is characteristic of semi-skilled,

clerical, and domestic workers; and (4) the multiple-trial

 

1Delbert C. Miller and William H. Form, "Occupational

Career Patterns as a Sociological Instrument," American

Journal of Sociology, 54 (1949), 317-29.
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career pattern observed mostly in domestic, clerical, and

semi-skilled workers where there is frequent change of em-

ployment with no one type of employment sufficiently long

enough or dominant to justify calling the person established

in a career.1,

//

It was deemed impractical to differentiate between

trial and stable jobs for the female sample in the present

study as defined above by Miller and Form. The graduates re-

mained in the office field with great regularity. Less than

ten graduates out of one hundred twenty-six decided to leave

and pursue some other occupation. Furthermore, the frequent

unemployment, due chiefly to marriage and/or pregnancy of

the females in this study, would render such a criterion of

classification meaningless.

Socio-economic status has been shown to be related to

the education and occupational aSpirations of youth even

when the effects of intelligence are controlled.

In 1957, Sewell, Haller, and Strauss tested the hypo-

thesis that levels of educational and occupational aSpiration

of youth of both sexes are associated with the social status

of their families when the effects of intelligence are con-

trolled. They gathered a one-sixth sample from a total of

4,167 nonfarm Seniors in public and private high schools in

Wisconsin.

Among the findings of this study, the following

seemed particularly pertinent to the present study:

*

HMiller and Form, Industrial Sociology, op. cit.,

P. 712. -
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1. The apparent effects of social status on levels of

educational and occupational aSpirations are not Sim-

ply due to the common relationship of these variables

to intelligence, although intelligence is related to

both types of aSpirations.

2. This conclusion is Specific to persons from non-

farm families. Within this group, however, the

relationship of level of aSpiration to social status

with intelligence controlled holds for both sexes and

for both educational and occupational aspiration.

3. Because the sample was drawn from a broad popula-

tion of high school seniors from the entire state of

Wisconsin, and because the effects of measured intel-

ligence and sex were controlled, the study lends sup-

port to the sociological claim that values Specific to

different status positions are important influences on

educational and occupational aSpiration.

The above findings do not deny the importance of in-

telligence to educational occupational aspirations, but sug-

gests that status makes an independent contribution to

these aSpirations.

Socio-economic status has been shown to be related

to the vocational choice of students even after having a

thorough vocational counseling experience. Ruth Sampson

and Buford Stefflre, in 1952, attempted to measure the re-

lationship of parent occupation to the vocational choice of

students who had a thorough vocational counseling experience.

Specifically, this study was concerned with the relation

between the student's first choice of vocational objective

and his father's (or family wage earner's) vocation.

 

1William H. Sewell, Archie O. Haller, and Murray A.

Strauss, "Social Status and Educational and Occupational

ASpiration," American Sociological Review, 22:1 (February,

1956), pp. 72-3. .
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The sample consisted of 1,136 white senior students

who had a thorough counseling experience. The Chi-square

test was used to test the null hypothesis that parent oc-

cupation and child's vocational objective are unrelated or

independent.

The findings pertinent to this study were summarized

as follows:

1. A relationship was found between parent occupation

and child's vocational choice which, at the l per cent

level of confidence, must be attributed to factors

other than chance. The Chi-square test Showed that

the child's selection of a vocational objective was

not "independent" of his parent's occupation. This

1ack-of independence suggests some kind of parental

"influence" over the child's vocational aspirations.

2. The primary over-all tendency revealed here is for

children to pick occupations at higher levels than

their parents' but there was also a significant sec-

ondary tendency for the parent occupation to influence

the child's choice of vocational objectives. In many

instances, the relationship seemed most direct in that

the child selects the same level of occupation (as

classified by the Dictioniry of Occupational Titles)

that his parent occupies.

The literature reviewed thus far stresses the impor-

tance of occupational status of fathers and family environ-

ment in which children are reared as the primary determinants

of career patterns. There is little doubt of their impor-

tance as determinants of career patterns. However, the amount

of education or Special training, Special aptitudes, and

 

1Ruth Sampson and Buford Stefflre, "Like Father ...

Like Son?" The Personnel and Guidance Journal, XXXI:1

(October, 1952), pp. 37-9.
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vocational interests have important influences on career

patterns. Super noted this when he stated:

Socioeconomic status, family background, amount of

education, general and Special aptitudes, and vo-

cational interests have been Shown to be important.

How they interact in vocational development has not

been demonstrated in a conclusive manner. The in-

fluence of other probable determinants, iuch as

personality, is not yet well understood.

In conclusion, the above research would indicate that

the great majority of subjects in the present study should

not have substantially improved on the occupational status

of their fathers. As will be seen later in the study, this

was shown to be correct.

Mobility.--Basic to any analysis of the extent and

nature of job mobility is the definition of a job. The mean-

ing given to this term will affect both the incidence and

the pattern of mobility discerned from any given body of

data on workers' employment histories. Robert S. Parnes, in

the bulletin Research on Labor Mobility, lists the following
 

commonly recognized types of worker mobility:

1. Interfirm movement, from one occupation to an-

other.

2. Occupational movement, from one occupation to

another.

3. Industrial movement, from one industry to an-

other.

4. Movement from an unemployed to an employed status.

5. Movement from an employed to an unemployed status.

6. Movement into and out of the labor market.2

 

1Super, op. cit., p. 83.

2Parnes, op. cit., p. 24.
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Parnes states:

Regardless of the concept of mobility preferred

by various investigators, it has almost invariably

been measured in terms of the actual movement of

workers. Conclusions concerning the relative pro-

pensities of various groups in the labor force to

make job shifts have been deduced from differentials

in the amount of movement of these groups and from

the circumstances in which such movement has taken

place.

In the present study, a judgment had to be made as to

the relative importance of various approaches to the subject

of labor mobility. The six-year period under investigation

in this study allowed for the development of short-run, as

Opposed to long-run mobility patterns. Therefore, every

effort was made to study mobility patterns as manifested in

movements within and in and out of jOb classifications in

the office field.

Parnes states that:

In most of the empirical research on labor mobil-

ity a job has been designated as a continuous period

of service with a single employer. This definition

automatically excludes from the analysis of labor

mobility all changes in the occupational assignments

of workers within a given firm, thus understating

the occupational mobility of workers and the occu-

pational flexibility in labor supply. The omission

is the more Significant, if, as some observers be-

lieve, most upward occupational movement is intra-

firm rather than interfirm.

All of the 126 female graduates entered the office

field after graduation from high school and less than ten

graduates decided to leave the office field for employment

in another occupation. Therefore, measures of mobility

primarily found employment in detecting job movement within

 

llbid., p. 20. 2Ibid., p. 25.
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the office field. A job classification scale for the office

field was employed which ranked office jobs in relation to

beginning salaries paid these jobs in 1956, the year of

graduation. In this way, mobility related to intrafirm and

interfirm, and mobility in an upward or downward direction

could be reported.

Career Patterns of Women

NO studies were found which related Specifically to

the career patterns Of women. Unfortunately, the careers of

women, especially the careers of those who do not enter the

professions, have been overlooked by researchers until the

recent past. However, a study by the National Manpower

Council, published in 1957 in the book Womanpower, contained
 

the labor market behavior of women. These following findings

seemed particularly pertinent to this study:

1. The occupations of girl students in high

school mirror to some extent the distinctive

activities of women in the home and in the

labor market. About half the girls, compared

to only 12 per cent of the boys, held domestic

or other service gobs, including baby-sitting.

About one-tenth O the girls, but hardly any

boys, were in clerical jobs. Among Older stu-

dents, Over 40 per cent of the women students,

but only 16 per cent of the men, held clerical

jobs; hardly any women, but nearly 40 per cent

Of the men, were Operatives, laborers, or

craftsmen.

2. Concentration in relatively few fields is

characteristic Of the initial employment of

women, just as it is of their fields of study

in high school and college. Currently, about

45 per cent of all girls, compared to about 30

per cent of all boys, terminate their formal

education with high school graduation. Over

two-fifths of these girls have followed

clerical or commercial curricula and about
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three-fifths of these who enter employment se-

cure clerical jobs. Even among girls who do

not graduate from high school-~who currently

account for about 40 per cent Of all girls--

over one—fourth of these who enter employment

find clerical jobs. The types of jobs held by

girls who enter clerical work vary signific-

antly with their education. Thus, about 40

per cent of the high school graduates are em-

ployed as secretaries, stenographers, and

typists.

Frequently, a woman performing the same job

functions as a man is given neither the same

job title nor the same wage. It has been

asserted that women are sometimes used ex-

clusively in certain occupations and men in

others in order to maintain differences in pay

levels.

Many employers state that they do not want to

employ women for some jobs because they are

likely to quit after an investment has been

made in their training. It is Significant that

in two of the most important occupations for

women--clerica1 work and teaching--the new

worker must have acquired their basic skills be-

fOre starting to work and employers provide

little additional training. [Emphasis mine]

 

On the basis Of the existing evidence, it can-

not be asserted that women generally constitute

a cheap source of labor as compared with men.

As far as can be seen, employers do not hire

women for particular jobs because of differences

in wage costs alone. The employment Of women,

as Of men, always depends upon many other

factors.

The concentration Of women within a much

narrower range jobs and the division Of jobs

into "men's" and "women‘s" have been repeatedly

emphasized as outstanding characteristics of

the labor market for women.

Growth in the employment of women appears to

have been accomplished more through increased

employment in occupations held by women and by

theemergence Of new Swomen's" occupations than

through the entrance of women into occupations

formerly considered exclusively male.

Broadly speaking, employers' decisions about

utilizing women workers for higher-level jobs
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have been shaped by conventional attitudes,

which generally lead to decisions to promote

men. Even in fields Of employment where

women predominate, as in teaching, the tOp

positions tend to go to men.

9. The wideSpread belief that women workers are

likely to quit their jobs at any moment con-

stitutes a serious limitation of their Opportun-

ities for promotion, as well as the range of

jobs for which they are hired. There is no

question that women are much more likely than

men to leave the labor force during any given

period Of time. When a woman quits a job, She

Often leaves the labor force as well, but the

available evidence indicates that on the aver-

age women are no more likely than men to quit!

their jobs.

10. After their initial introduction to work, most

women do not remain in paid employment con-

tinuously, but many work part-time, temporarily,

or intermittently.

11. It seems clear that more effective utiliza-

tion of womanpower will require employers to

re-examine their policies involving the training

and promotions Of women workers. High levels

of employment, employer concern with turnover

problems, and the changing characteristics of

women workers-~quite apart from other consider-

ationS--warrants such an undertaking.

12. Many women apparently want to be engaged in

both work and homemaking functions but do not

want to be totally absorbed in either.

13. Discontinuity in employment poses the problem

of skill maintenance for those women who

temporarily leave the labor mirket and Of skill

development when they return.

Donald E. Super, in his book the Psychology of Careers,
 

devotes his primary attention to the careers of men. How-

ever, he believes that the career patterns Of women can be

classified in the following manner:

 

1Canham, Womanpower, op. cit., pp. 220-53, passim.
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The stable homemaking career pattern. This

category includes all women who marry while in

or very Shortly after leaving school or college,

having expected to do so and having had no

significant work experience.

The conventional career pattern. In this pat-

tern Of working followed by homemaking the young

woman leaving school or college goes to work for

a period Of several months or several years, in

an occupation which is Open to her without train-

ing beyond that which she Obtained in her

general education, in brief professional education

substituted for general education, or in some

relatively brief post-high school or post-

collegiate education. Clerical work, teaching,

nursing, occupational therapy, and secretarial

work illustrate these types of occupations. They

are generally viewed as stop-gaps, but may be

first be thought Of as life careers, with subse-

quent change of aSpirations. They are often valu—

able as an Opportunity for developing independence

and a sense Of being a person in one's own right.

Marrying after this relatively brief work experi-

ence, the young woman becomes a full-time home-

maker.

The stable working career pattern. The se-

quence in this type of career pattern is one Of

entering the work force on leaving school,

college, or professional school and embarking

upon a career which becomes the woman's life

work. She may perceive it as a life career from

the start: a Small percentage of young women do

have strong career (as contrasted with homemaking)

motivation and interests. Or she may at first

view her working career as a preliminary to

marriage, whether as a stOp-gap job, a working

career to continue with marriage, or a working

career to resume after a period of full-time

homemaking. This perception of working as a pre-

liminary to marriage not infrequently changes to

a perception of working as the life career,

eSpecially in parts of the country and in times

in which women are more numerous than men. The

change of orientation is, in these instances,

Often a difficult one to make.

The double-track career pattern. This is the

pattern Of the woman who goes to work after com-

pleting her education, marries, and continues

with a double career of working and homemaking.

She may take occasional time out for childbear-

ing. The pattern is most common near the upper
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and lower ends of the occupational scale, among

woman physicians and scientists, and among women

domestics, presumably because the challenge Of

the work, or the income it produces, is import-

ant to the women in question. The double role

is in neither case easy, for the married working

woman usually has two jobs, one with and without

pay.

5. The interrupted career pattern. Here the se-

quence is one Of working, homemaking, and work-

ing while or instead Of homemaking. The young

woman works for some time, then marries, and

then, when her children are Old enough for her

to leave them, when financial needs--including

those resulting from being widowed or divorced--

or interest in working becomes dominant, She

returns to work. If she has children, the age

at which she decides they can be left depends

upon her sociO-economic status: the higher the

level Of the family, the Older and more inde-

pendent the children must be before the mother

believes she may leave the home for work. The

work to which the married woman returns may be

that of her original work career, or it may be

different: which it is depends upon what she

has done with her training and experience during

the full-time homemaking period, her interest

in and ability to obtain refresher training, new.

interests develOped while a homemaker, retrain-

ing possibilities, and local manpower needs and

requirements. Thus many former teachers return

to teaching, but relatively few former secre-

taries return to secretarial work.

6. The unstable career pattern. In women this

type Of career pattern consists of working,

homemaking, working again, returning to full-

time homemaking, etc. It results most Often

from irregular economic pressures which make

extra earnings necessary deSpite homemaking

preferences or needs, or from poor health

necessitating giving up employment, or from a

combination of these. This pattern is observed

most Often at the lower sociO-economic levels.

7. The multiple-trial career pattern. This pattern

is the same in women as the similarly named pat-

tern in men; it consists Of a succession Of un-

related jobs, with stability in none, resultin

in the individual having no genuine life work.

 

1Donald B. Super, Psychology Of Careers (New York:

Harper & Brothers, 1957), pp. 77-8.
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Beginning Career Patterns

In light Of the research reviewed above and the ex-

amination of the data, it was found that the beginning

career patterns of the one hundred twenty-six female gradu-

ates in this study could best be defined as follows:

l.\ The stable beginning career pattern. The Se-

quence in this type of beginning career pattern is one Of

entering the labor market in the Office field in low or high

job levels and ultimately experiencing upward mobility in

Somewhat related jobs. She may take occasional time out for

marriage and/or childbearing. If she started in the higher

job levels she is still considered in this pattern since up-

ward mobility is more difficult at this level. For example,

a private secretary has difficulty in moving much further in

Six years although she might increase her reSponsibilities

within this classification.

2.\ The dead-end beginning career pattern. The se-

quence in this type of beginning career pattern is one of

entering the labor market in the Office field at the lower

level jobs and remaining on that same level or experience

mobility in a downward direction. She may take occasional

time out for marriage and/or childbearing.

3. The unstable career pattern. The sequence in

this type of beginning career pattern is one of entering the

labor market in the Office field at the low or high job

levels and experiencing a succession Of unrelated jobs and
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perhaps leaving the office field for employment in some

other occupation.

4. The temporary worker beginning career pattern.

The sequence in this type of beginning career pattern is

one of entering the labor market in the Office field at the

low or high job levels and leaving the labor market com-

pletely for the remainder of the Six-year period within one

year after graduation.



CHAPTER III

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The sample pOpulation and geographic area, the instru-

ments, the sampling techniques, and the methods of analysis

in determining the effects Of vocational Office training

upon subsequent beginning career patterns are described in

this chapter. This chapter is divided into six parts: (1)

sources of data, (2) description of Lansing, Michigan, (3)

description of local high schools, (4) data collection, (5)

analysis, and (6) summary.

The main steps followed in this study are listed

below:

1. Securing the COOperation of the local superintend-

ents of schools and school administrators.

2. Locating the graduates of the Class Of 1956 and

recording permanent record card data.

3. Developing, pre-testing, and refining the mail

questionnaire and personal interview form.

4. Selection of four Groups of graduates to be used

for the comparative group analysis.

5. Analysis of the data.

6. Summary and recommendations.

34
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Sources of Data

The data for this study consisted in part of reSponSes

to a questionnaire by the 1956 female high School graduates

from the public and parochial high schools in Lansing,

Michigan, who entered the Office field after graduation.

Additional background information was Obtained by examin-

ation of the graduate's high school records. However, the

primary source of data came from interviews with the above—

mentioned graduates.

Description Of Lansing, Michigan

Location and population.--Lansing is located eighty

miles from detroit, two hundred and fifty from Chicago and

Cleveland, and near the center Of the lower peninsula Of

Michigan. Since 1900 the population of the city has grown

from 16,485 to 115,000. The city encompasses 32.13 square

miles, and at the present time there are 299,000 peOple

living in the Greater Lansing area.

Industry and income.--Lansing has grown from a few
 

industries fifty years ago, most of which were agricultural,

to two hundred nine at present. Most Of the two hundred nine

industries are either primarily or secondarily related to the

automobile industry. Lansing is the home of Oldsmobile

Corporation, a division of General Motors. The average in-

come per family in Lansing is $6,800.

Employment.--Lansing‘s labor force is fourth largest
 

in.Michigan consisting of 115,400. The unemployment in the

Lansing Area as of December, 1961, was only 3.6 per cent.
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The location of principal State Government Agencies and

Michigan State University in the immediate area serve as a

stabilizing factor Of employment in the community.

Description Of Local High Schools

The three public high schOOlS.--The public schools

Operate on a 6-3-3 plan. The three public high schools used

in this study Operate on a plan of three years of junior

high school and three years Of senior high school; in differ—

ent buildings and under different administration within the

building. The high schools Offer a choice of college pre-

paratory curriculum, a general academic curriculum, day

trade, and a business (commercial) curriculum.

The three public high schools included in this study

were Eastern High School with approximately 1,734 students,

Everett High School with approximately 1,516 students, and

Sexton High School with approximately 1,672 students.

The two parochial high schools.—-The two parochial
 

high schools Operate on a 8-4 plan. The schools Operate in

different buildings and under different administration with-

in the buildings. The parochial schools Offer a choice Of

college preparatonzcurriculum, a general academic curriculum,

and a business (commercial) curriculum. Day trade is avail-

able to interested students by attending the local public

schools one-half day.

The two parochial high schools included in this study

were Resurrection High School with approximately 413 stu-

dents, and St. Mary's High School with approximately 385

students.
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Data Collection

Locating the population.--The names and addresses of
 

the graduates were secured from the five cooperating high

schools. The school record folders and census cards were

made available for this purpose. TO assist in locating the

graduates, the names Of the father and mother, along with

their occupations, were secured for each student. If the

graduate could not be located in the city or telephone

directory, frequently he could be located through the place

of business of one Of his parents.

Other means of locating the graduates included working

with the school alumni group and classmates; checking in-

formation given on school records by brothers and Sisters

who were still in school; checking the local marriage license

bureau records for the six-year period, 1956-1962; and en-

listing the COOperation of the local credit bureau. When

all of these efforts failed, a house call was made at the

original address given and frequently the person living there,

or a neighbor, could provide information as to the where-

abouts of the graduate.

Constructing and pre-testing mail guestionnaire.--
 

The mail questionnaire (see Appendices B and C) was pre-

pared to gather data pertinent to the graduate's employment

history for the six-year period under investigation, current

address, married name, additional schooling or training, and

certain reactions to their high school course Of study.
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The mail questionnaire was pre-tested (see Appendix

A) by selecting every twelfth census card from the Class of

1957, the class graduating one year after the class under

investigation. Follow-up letters were not used with this

sample. Observations made of the 50.75 per cent reSponse

received, the following changes were made in the question-

naire:

1. Two initial contact letters were designed; one

referring Specifically to public high school graduates and

one referring Specifically to parochial high school gradu-

ates.

2. Questions referring tO the employment status of

graduates were changed to obtain additional information

concerning the reasons why graduates were employed or unem-

ployed.

In preparation for sending the mail questionnaire to

the Class of 1956, each graduate was assigned a code number.

This code number was recorded in such a way as to be associ-

ated with the returned questionnaire. The cover letter was

integrated with the mail questionnaire and the subject's

name and address was individually typed.

The mail questionnaire was made as brief as possible

to insure a high return. The questionnaire was mailed to

all members Of the Class of 1956, and from the three hundred

sixty-six female graduates, the writer received three

hundred sixty-two returns, or a response of 99 per cent. The

location Of the graduates took four months to accomplish.
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It should be noted that this extremely high response

was not achieved without considerable effort. Five separate.

follow-up cards and letters (see Appendices D,E,F,G, and H)

were employed during this stage of the investigation. John

D. Nixon mentions that some authorities recommend that in-

vestigators who decide to employ the mailed questionnaire

technique be prepared to make as many as eight additional

mailings in an effort to achieve a full count of responses.1

1 In order to maintain good relations between.Michigan

State University and the Lansing public and parochial high

schools, a letter of appreciation was sent to each reSpondent.

Glenn E. Smith reminds those who do follow-up work to send

a note of appreciation to the reSpondentS upon receipt of

the questionnaire.2

Analysis

Criterion for determining OfficejobS.--In order to

measure the mobility patterns of the graduates in this study

from one job to another, into and out Of employment, or into

and out of the labor force, a classification system for this

purpose had to be selected. According to Parnes:

Most studies of occupational mobility have used the

classification system of the Bureau Of the Census

or that of the Bureau Of Employment Security, as

given in its Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

 

1John D. Nixon "The Mechanics Of Questionnaire Con-

struction," Journal of Educational Research, Vol. 47 (March,

1954), p. 486.

2Glenn E. Smith, Principles and Practices Of the

Guidance Program (New York: The Macmillan Company, 195i), p.

318. .
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Occasionally, these two systems have been used in

conjunction with one another, with the occupational

descriptions in the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles serving as guides for the classification Of

doubtful cases.1

The major concern Of this study in relation to mobility

patterns was not with the broad occupational classifications,

but rather, with the shifts of workers within the Office

field. The National Office Management Association's classi-

fication Of Office jobs was finally selected as the best

classification system for the purposes of this study.

The National Office Management Association's Salary

Survey is conducted annually in all major cities in the

United States and Canada. The 1956 National Office Manage-

ment Association Salary Survey for Lansing, Michigan2 (see

Appendix M) was selected because it possessed the following

requirements: (1) an accepted reference for Office managers

in determining job titles and descriptions, and (2) the

beginning salaries paid these jobs were given for the Lansing

labor market in 1956. The National Office Management Salary

Survey-for 1956 reported beginning salaries of businesses of

various types and sizes. This aSpect of the survey gave the

beginning salaries for the various job titles salary rates

representative of the Lansing labor market.

Seven additional job titles and descriptions were in-

cluded in the Office classification since these jobs are

normally considered within this occupation. The Bell

 

1Parnes, op. cit., p. 27.

2Lansing_Salary Survgy (National Office Management

Association, Lansing Chapter, 1956), 6 pp.
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Telephone Company submitted the job titles and descriptions

and the beginning salaries paid in 1956. The thirty-one

titles and descriptions ranked according to the beginning

salary paid in 1956 are as follows:

1. COST CLERK. Computes cost of production, Sell-

ing or Of Operating a unit from the contributory

costs Of such items as materials, labor and

overhead. Calculates unit costs, total costs,

and expense distribution. May perform related

work.

BUSINESS OFFICE SUPERVISOR. Supervises service

representatives, hires, trains new employees,

handles requestions for Special services re—

quests from customers, handles personnel

problems.

ACCOUNTING CLERK-A (SENIOR BOOKKEEPER). Keeps

a complete and Systematic set of accounting

records. Examines and records the transactions

in proper record books, journalizing trans-

actions where judgment must be used as to ac-

counts affected. Balances books and compiles

reports at regular intervals.

SALES ORDER CLERK. Receives and records orders

from customers. Quotes prices and answers calls

for product information. Receives notice Of items

that cannot be supplied and informs customer.

Keeps file Of orders received. May perform re-

lated work: filling orders, checking credit,

contacting old customers.

SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE. Deals with customers con-

cerning telephone bills and accounts, sells tele-

phone equipment and services, arranges credit,

deposits on residence service, answers questions

concerning company, rate and charges.

TABULATING MACHINE OPERATOR. Operates a machine

that automatically analyzes, makes calculations

and translates or divides information represented

by holes punch in groups of tabulating cards, and

prints the translated data on form Sheets, re-

ports, Special cards or accounting records. Sets

or adjusts machine to add, subtract, multiply and

make other calculations. May Operate auxiliary

machines.
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11.

12.

13.

14.
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SERVICE ASSISTANT. Instructs new Operators, is

responsible for their additional training, deals

with customers and handles Special problems,

supervises groups of Operators, does some person—

nel interviewing.

SECRETARY, PRIVATE. Fully qualified stenographer

to senior executive(s). Performs work Of a confi-

dential and technical nature. Takes dictation by

shorthand and/or transcribing machine. Schedules

appointments. Handles telephone calls. Has

thorough knowledge required of routines, personnel,

functions, and policies to relieve executive(s) of

minor duties.

DIAL SERVICE INSTRUCTOR. Calls resident customers

and discusses proper telephone usage and how to

dial properly. When new services are introduced,

such as All Number Calling, helps explain and

educate the customers.

SECRETARY-STENOGRAPHER. Performs secretarial

duties for one or more executives. Takes dicta-

tion by shorthand and/or transcribing machine.

May be required to be versed in the technical

language of a particular business. Relieves

executives served of minor Office details and

duties.

TRANSCRIBING MACHINE OPERATOR. Transcribes the

message, reproduced in sound, from a recording

device on a transcribing machine. May type other

supplementary information not recorded.

CONTROL OPERATOR. Assists instructor in train-

ing new operators. Operates training equipment

at "dummy switchboard," acts as customer to

simulate real calls.

ACCOUNTANT CLERK-B (JUNIOR BOOKKEEPER). Keeps a

record Of and works with less than a complete set

of accounting records. May perform the more

routine calculating and posting duties necessary

in accounting; verifying the company bank account;

keeping files of records; preparing invoices or

monthly customer's statements; posting to and

balancing accounts receivable or accounts pay-

able sections; taking trial balances.

STENOGRAPHER-A (SENIOR). Records and transcribes

dictation of more than average difficulty by use

Of shorthand and/or transcribing machine. Re-

quires knowledge Of prOper letter forms and

complicated set-ups. Must be familiar with
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
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company organization and routines. May perform

related clerical duties. Works under general

supervision, but must use judgment. May work

in a stenographic pool.

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR. Operates stencil,

fluid (Spirit), or simple offset type Office

duplicator. ReSponsible for mechanical Oper-

ation, quality, and accuracy of work. May pre-

pare stencils or masters.

SENIOR OPERATOR. An understudy for the Service

Assistant. Spends some time Operating, and some

time supervising other operators. Handles com-

plaints, service requests, does some training.

PAYROLL CLERK. Computes wages of company em-

ployees and writes the proper data on payroll

sheets; calculates each worker's earnings based

on timekeeper's report, individual time cards,

and work or production tickets; posts calcu-

lated data on payroll sheet (such as name Of

worker, working days, time rate, deductions

and total wages due). May make out pay checks

and assist paymaster in making up and distri-

buting pay envelopes.

CLERK, GENERAL-A (SENIOR). Performs routine

clerical duties under supervision such as com-

piling Or posting data on records or perform-

ing similar work of average difficulty. Re-

quires some experience and the ability to

complete assignments with a minimum of diffi-

culty. May do some typing.

ADDRESSING MACHINE OPERATOR. Operates machine

which uses stencils or plates for mechanical

addressing Of any type. May prepare original

stencil or plate and is reSponSible for

accuracy of processing.

BOOKKEEPING MACHINE OPERATOR. Operates book-

keeping machine, with or without typewriter

keyboard, and performs related clerical duties.

KEY PUNCH MACHINE OPERATOR. Records accounting

and statistical data in tabulating cards by

punching a series Of holes in Specified se-

quence, using a key punch machine. May Oper—

ate a verifying machine.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR. Accepts and completes

local and long distance calls from Lansing and

area customers. Refers to route charts, quotes
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27.

28.

29.
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charges and rates, handles some complaints,

provides special services such as mobile, se-

quence, conference calls.

STENOGRAPHER-B (JUNIOR). Takes and transcribes

from shorthand notes or from dictating machine,

routine dictation involving generally used

business terms and expressions. Must have

general knowledge Of company routines and set-

ups. May type requisitions, orders, schedules,

checks. May work in a stenographic pool under

direct supervision.

TYPISTEA (SENIOR). Does general typing requir-

ing the exercise of judgment and assumption of

reSponsibility in carrying out assignments, in—

volving statistical, rought draft material,

copying of technical or unusual business

correSpondence Of other materials. May cut

stencils. Must be accurate, with ability to lay

out and arrange work. Dictation not required.

MAIL CLERK. Processes incoming and outgoing

mail. May Operate related machines and equip-

ment and perform other minor Office duties.

MESSENGER. Delivers letters, messages, pack-

ages and other items within an establishment or

to other concerns. May keep simple records and

perform other minor Office duties.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR. Operates switchboard hand—

ling incoming, outgoing and intra-company calls.

Keeps a record of long distance calls; is

responsible for checking telephone calls. May

have incidental duties, such as receptionist,

requires a good knowledge of personnel Of

establishment; works communication system. May

work paging and public address system and/or

plant music player.

CALCULATING MACHINE OPERATOR. Primarily oc-

cupied in Operation of a machine that performs

the arithmetic computations of adding, subtract-

ing, multiplying, and dividing.

CLERK, GENERAL-B (JUNIOR). Performs duties Of

simple or repetitive nature such as sorting,

posting, checking, COpying and addressing

envelopes. Duties performed require little

previous experience and a minimum of judgment.

May do some typing.
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30. FILE CLERK. Systematically classifies, indexes

and files correSpondence, cards, invoices, re-

ceipts and other records locates and removes

material from file on request. May keep a

record Of material removed.

31. TYPIST-B (JUNIOR). Does typing of simple,

routine nature, c0pying from plain printed or

written material, correcting c0py, Simple form

letters, reports, charts; may cut stencils and

address envelOpeS. Able to type accurately,

with fair Speed. Dictation not required.

Selection of sample for further study.--All 1956 fe-

male graduates who entered Office jobs within Six months

after graduation without receiving any additional formal

training except what might have been provided by an employer

were identified. The overwhelming majority Of those who en-

tered the Office field after graduation without additional

formal training did so within six months. The fifteen grad-

uates who had located in states other than Michigan were not

included in the sample because of the desire to keep labor

market conditions somewhat constant for the subjects under

investigation.

Of the three hundred Sixty-two 1956 female high school

graduates who reSponded to the mail questionnaire (a 99 per

cent reSponse) there were one hundred thirty-five who quali-

fied for this sample. Of those qualified, one hundred twenty-

two were interviewed and one hundred twenty were usable. Six

graduates completed the interview form by mail because of ex-

treme difficulty in arranging interview appointments. Seven

graduates refused to be interviewed or could not be contacted.

 

1Job Titles and Descriptions taken from Salary Survgy

Summary 1956, Lansing Chapter, National Office Management

Association (1956); and private correspondence from Michigan

Bell Telephone Company, Lansing, Michigan (April 30, 1963).
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Subjects and course Of study.--On1y those subjects in

which the one hundred twenty-six graduates were enrolled

during the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades were studied. The

analysis was directed toward the course Of study pursued by

the students. The Lansing Public Schools course of study (see

Appendix L) was used for classifying the graduates as to

curricula taken in high school. This was justified on the

basis that the parochial high schools contributed only thirty

subjects to the sample of one hundred twenty-six and their

course of study was easily adapted to the public school

curriculum structure for the purposes of this study.

The public and parochial high school course of study

was Observed and recorded for each graduate in the sample.

The college preparatory course was typical in all five high

Schools. The emphasis was on social studies, mathematics,

science, and foreign languages. The commercial (business

education) consisted Of general clerical and bookkeeping

with emphasis on typing, bookkeeping, and Office practice,

and business mathematics; and secretarial training with em-

phasis on typing and stenography. Opportunities for distri-

butive training were only available in the public high

schools.

A general academic course Of study was also available

in all five high schools. The academic course consisted Of

a combination Of college preparatory, commercial, and general

subject matter with no Specific emphasis on any one course

sequence.
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Cooperative Office occupational training was Offered

in the public schools during the senior year whereby the

student could Obtain actual supervised experience in business

for one-half day while attending related classes the other

half-day.

Certain principles were used in determining which

courses would meet the minimum requirements for vocational

Office training. Business education departments in our high

schools across the country typically teach non-vocational

courses which are a part of the general education Of all stu-

dents. Ray Price states that:

Usually the non-vocational business courses are

classified as general education. These are also

referred to as the socio-business or basic business

subjects. Economic geography, business law, con-

sumer problems, economics, general business, and

principles of business belong to this category.

That is not to say that the vocational subjects are

devoid of general education values; but where such

values do occur, they are incidental to the major

aims Of these courses.1

First, then, no course was considered vocational

which was a business equivalent of a general education sub-

ject and which tended to teach general comprehension even

though taught through the structure of the business curricu-

lum. Therefore, business English, business law, business

organization, business arithmetic, and commercial geography

were excluded from the list of courses providing vocational

Office training.

 

1Ray G. Prince, "Business as General Education," 223

Business Education Program in the ExpandingySecondary School

(washington, D.C.: National Association of Secondary-School

Principals, 1957), p. 18.
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The teaching of personal business competencies is an-

other important aim Of most business education departments.

E. B. Weaver states that:

Personal business competencies are needed by all

students in the high school because everyone, re-

gardless of his vocation or profession, is continu-

ously engaged in activities that have to do with

money, banking, labor relations, credit, installment

buying, taxes, insurance, consumer buying of both

goods and services, social security, retirement

plans, and legislation which affects economic life.
1

Secondly, then, no course was considered vocational

which had as its main Objective the education Of the student

for personal business activities. Therefore, Special book-

keeping, basic business, consumer training, and typewriting

I (beginning course) were excluded from the list providing

vocational Office training.

Specifically, then, vocational education was used

here to broadly designate that portion of the education

which goes further than general education by dealing in a

more Specialized manner with the development Of occupa-

tional competency. This suggests that unless vocational

competency predominates in a course, it is not vocational.

This position is supported by Parker Liles, who said:

In general, it is the application of the skills

and knowledge acquired in a given area which en-

ables a person to enter business or industry and

 

1E. B. Weaver, "What a High School Principal Thinks

Business Education Should DO," The Business Education Pro-

gram in the Expanding Secondarnychool (Washington, D.C.:

National Association OfPSecondary-School Principals, 1957),

p. 10.
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perform Speiific duties at an acceptable rate Of

production.

.What courses, then, were considered as contributing to

vocational Office training. Table 1 presents a complete list

of courses taught at the three public and two parochial high

schools in Lansing which are normally considered business

curricula and those deemed vocational subjects for the pur-

poses Of this study.

. Selection of Groups for further study.--The sample in

this study could logically be divided into Groups by the use

of two criteria. First, the number Of vocational Office

courses would indicate the extent to which the graduates had

been exposed to vocational Office instruction. Secondly, the

grade point averages of the graduates in vocational Office

courses would indicate the degree of proficiency attained in

these courses. The grade point averages of the one hundred

twenty-six graduates were Observed in relation to the number

of vocational Office courses they had taken in high school.

NO significant differences were suggested. Therefore, the

sample was divided into four Groups according to the number

of vocational Office courses taken in high school. Four

Groups were used in order to attain the greatest degree Of

discrimination between graduates with various levels Of voca-

tional office preparation. More than four Groups would not

allow a sufficient number of graduates in each Group for the

 

1Parker Liles, "Business Education Contributes to Voca-

tional Competence," The Business Education Program in the

ExpandingSecppdary School (Washington, D.C.: National As-

sociation Of’Secondary-School Principals, 1957), p. 24.



Table l.--A list of courses taught at the three public and

two parochial high schools normally considered Office curric-

ula and those deemed vocational

 

 

All courses
. c

Those deemed vocat1ona1

 

Bookkeeping I

Bookkeeping II

Bookkeeping III

Bookkeeping IV

Business arithme ic

Business English

Business organization

Business writinga

Commercial gepgraphy

Comptometry I

Comptometry 11

Office machines I

Office machines II

Office practice Ia

Office practice I a

Office techniques

Shorthand I

Shorthand II

Shorthand III

Shorthand IV b

Transcription I

Transcription II

Typing I

Typing II

Typing III

Typing IV

a

b

Bookkeeping I

Bookkeeping II

Bookkeeping III

Bookkeeping IV

Comptometry I

Comptometry 11

Office machines I

Office machines II

Office practice 1.

Office practice 11

Office techniques

Shorthand I

Shorthand II

Shorthand III

Shorthand IV

Transcription I

Transcription II

Typing II

Typing III

Typing IV

 

aCourses taught exclusively at parochial schools.

bCourses taught exclusively at public schools.

cFor criteria, see discussion, pp. 47-49.

desired statistical computations.

Some graduates in this sample majored in business educa-

tion and Specialized in secretarial or general clerical and

bookkeeping training. Other graduates pursued college prepar—

atory or general academic course of study while enrolling in

vocational Office courses on an elective basis. Although only

vocational courses were used in dividing the sample into Groups
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for further study, all curricula or combinations Of curricula

pursued by the graduates are presented in Table 2.

Graduates who majored in business education typically

completed at least ten vocational office courses. Therefore,

the twenty-three graduates who had taken from between ten to

thirteen vocational office subjects were assigned to Group I.

The forty graduates who had taken from between seven and nine

vocational Office courses were assigned to Group II and the

thirty-three graduates who had taken from between four and six

vocational Office courses were assigned to Group III. The

thirty graduates who had taken from between zero and three

vocational Office courses were assigned to Group I. The latter

represented the Group with the loweSt level Of preparation. An

equal number Of graduates in each Group would have been desir-

able for ease in analysis; however, the Objective of having

representative levels of preparation was of more importance

for the purposes of this study.

A final check was performed to determine if the four

Groups were significantly different in relation to their

attained grade point averages in vocational Office courses.

A Chi-square of 3.83 was not in excess of the .05 level of

confidence. Therefore, no statistically significant differ-

ence was suggested. Consequently, the number of vocational

Office courses taken in high school by this sample was a valid

criterion for assigning graduates to the four Groups.

Summary

The data provided by this study consisted of reSponses

to a mail questionnaire, examination of high school graduate
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Table 2.--A numerical comparison of Groups I, III, and IV

as to their course of study and Specialization

  

 

Number of

 

 

Graduates Number Of

in Special- Graduates

Course Of Study izations in Groups

Group I (10 - 13 courses) 23

Business Education

Secretarial . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23

Group II (7 - 9 courses) 40

Business Education

Secretarial . . . . 27

General Clerical and BOOkkeeping . 3

College Preparatory and Business Education

Secretarial . . . . 8

General Academic and Business Education

General Clerical and Bookkeeping . . 2

Group III (4 - 6 courses) 33

Business Education

Secretarial . . . . 6

General Clerical and BOOkkeeping . 8

College Preparatory and Business Education

Secretarial . . . . . . . 10

General Clerical and BOOkkeeping . 3

General Academic and Business Education

Secretarial . . . . . 4

General Clerical and BOOkkeeping 2

Group IV (0 - 3 courses) 30

College Preparatory and Business Education

Secretarial . . . . . . 11

General Clerical and BOOkkeeping . 2

General Academic and Business Education

' General Clerical and Bookkeeping 6

Retailing . . . . . . . . . 3

College PreparatOry . . . . . . . 6

General Academic . . . . . . . 2

Total 126 126

 

permanent records, and interviews with a selected group of

female high school graduates from the Lansing, Michigan

public and parochial high schools.
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To establish which female high school graduates had

entered the Office field after graduation without receiving

any additional training other than what might have been pro-

vided by an employer, a mail questionnaire was sent to all

female high school graduates from the Class Of 1956. Of the

three hundred sixty-six female high school graduates, three

hundred sixty-two reSponded providing a 99 per cent return.

Of the three hundred sixty-two graduates who responded,

one hundred fifty were qualified in all respects for the

sample. However, fifteen graduates who lived in states other

than Michigan were excluded from the sample in order to keep

labor market conditions somewhat constant for the subjects

under investigation. Of the one hundred thirty-five remain-

ing, one hundred twenty-two were interviewed and one hundred

twenty were usable. Six graduates completed the interview

form by mail because of extreme difficulty in arranging

interview appointments. Seven graduates refused to be inter-

viewed or could not be contacted.

The one hundred twenty-six graduates who were included

in the sample were subsequently divided into four Groups on

the basis of the amount of vocational Office training they

had received in high school. The next two chapters present

the findings of the study. Chapter IV provides sample back-

ground information; and Chapter V an analysis Of the gradu-

ates initial employment (employment while still attending

high school) and employment after graduation in an effort

to discern their beginning career patterns.



CHAPTER IV

SAMPLE BACKGROUND DATA

This chapter is devoted to a descriptive study Of

variables relating to sample background such as: socio-

economic background, high schools attended, grade point

average at graduation, number of siblings in family, place

of residence while attending high school, extra-curricular

activities in high school, educational and vocational goals,

and age at graduation.

Group I (highest number of vocational Office courses),

II, III, and IV (lowest number of vocational Office courses)

were cOmpared on the abovementioned variables because of the

possible influence these variables could have had on the

graduate's beginning career patterns. Most of the information

was recorded in the permanent records, maintained in the

school Offices, for graduates. These permanent records were

fairly complete; however, in a few instances where the gradu-

ate had transferred into the district from an out-of—town

school, information was not always available.

Analysis of data.--Some of the data in this chapter
 

were analyzed in terms of the number Of students in each

Group by percentage comparisons; other data were analyzed

by the Chi-square formula. The statistical significance was

set at the .05 level Of confidence. Computations were not

54
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carried beyond the second decimal point, and in many cases

only whole numbers are reported to facilitate interpretation.

Age at graduation.--Graduates under eighteen years Of

age sometimes experience difficulties in Obtaining employment

due to the Child Labor Laws. A condensed general summary of

the findings presented in Table 3 shows that 90 per cent of

the graduates reached their eighteenth or nineteenth birth-

day during 1956, the year of graduation. Only 10 per cent

were seventeen during the year of graduation.

Table 3.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their age at graduation

Birthday Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

19th 4 10 12 3 8

18th 83 80 82 87 82

17th 13 10 6 10 10

Total 100 100 100 100 100

 

Graduate's socio-economic level.--The graduate's

socio-economic level was determined by examining the socio-

economic level Of the father. Information concerning the

father's sociO-eoonomic level was not restricted to his

occupational level but extended to include his educational

level. The most accurate determination was made by combining

these two factors. Before the sociO-economic level could be

determined, however, an examination was made of the father's

ancestry in order to rule out any influence Of being

"foreign born." This information was not available for six

fathers, but of the one hundred twenty remaining, one
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hundred fourteen were born in the United States and only six

were foreign born. Therefore, the influence of father's

ancestry was not considered of significance for the purposes

of determining father's sociO-economic level.

Information about the father's occupational and edu-

cational level came primarily from two sources: the high

school permanent records and the interview form. In order

to combine these two factors in determining the father's

socio-economic level, W. Lloyd Warner'sl seven-point scale

(see Appendix K) was utilized. Most occupational rating

scales allOw individuals engaged in a particular classifica-

tion, for example, professions, to be classified on only

one level. Warner's seven-point scale is superior to these

scales in that it develops the full range within occupational

levels. It is possible, for example, for ministers who

graduated from divinity school to be on the top level,

ministers with some formal training to be on the second

level, and ministers with no formal training to be on the

third level of the scale.

The seven levels of the scale are as follows: pro-

fessionals, proprietors and managers, businessmen, clerks

and kindred workers, manual workers, protective and service

workers, and farmers. It is possible, of course, for any

individual in one of these classifications to be in different

levels depending on his educational background, social

standing of the particular occupation, or the amount Of

 

1Warner, Op. cit,
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capital invested in a business.

In a few cases the school record and personal inter-

view were not sufficient to establish which level the father

was to be placed. For example, in the case of store owners,

it was necessary tO estimate roughly the value of the

business, for Warner's scale differentiates businesses

worth less than $500, $500 to $2,000, $2,000 to $5,000,

$5,000 to $20,000, $20,000 to $75,000,and $75,000 and over.

InSpection of business premises, plus an occasional dis-

crete inquiry, helped clarify doubtful cases.

Table 4 presented the sociO-economic level of the

graduates in the four Groups. Of the one hundred twenty-

six graduates, one hundred seventeen or 93 per cent fell in

the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th levels. The largest concentra-

tion was found in the 5th and 6th levels accounting for 66

per cent. Since all the one hundred twenty—six female

graduates entered what Warner would call the clerk and kind-

red worker occupational level (the 5th level), this study

tends to verify previous research concerning the influence

of sociO-economic backgrounds on the choice Of son's and

daughter's occupational choices.

In order to determine if the four Groups differed

significantly in their sociO-economic levels the one hundred

twenty-six graduates were divided into the following two

categories: (1) those in the highest three levels were

considered for the purposes Of this study to be in the

upper level, and (2) those in the lowest four levels were
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Table 4.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their sociO-economic level

 

 

 

Socio-

economic

level Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

lst 2 3 2

2nd l7 9 10 5

3rd 7 8 l2 17 13

4th 39 5 18 l7 14

5th 26 47 18 27 33

6th 35 39 30 33

7th 2 2 1

Total 99 99 101 101 101

 

considered to be in the lower level. Table 5 presents a

Chi-square analysis Of the four Groups in relation to their

socio-economic level. The Chi-square of 5.98 was not in ex-

cess of the .05 level Of confidence, therefore nO statistic-

ally significant difference was suggested among the four

Groups. Consequently, socio-economic level was disregarded

as a determinant of various types Of beginning career

patterns.

Table 5.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and IV

. as to their sociO-economic level

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Upper level 8 4 8 8 28

Lower level 15 36 25 22 98

23 46 33 36 126—

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.815 x2 = 5.98 Not Significant
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Grade point average at graduation.--The grade point

averages at graduation were based on the work done in the

10th, 11th, and 12th grades. The four-point system Of grad-

ing was used by all five high schools. Table 6 presents a

percentage comparison of the four Groups in relation to

their grade point averages at graduation. Eighty-one per

cent of the graduates were found to be in the good and aver-

age categories.

Table 6.--A percentage comparison Of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their grade point averages at graduation

 

 

Grade

point Group Group Group Group

average I II III IV Total

Outstanding (A - A-) 13 17 6 10 12

Good (B+ - B-) _ 35 32 21 43 32

.Average (C+ - C-) 52 48 58 40 49

Poor (D+ - D-) 3 15 7 6

Total 100 100 100 100 99

 

Table 7 presents a Chi-square analysis of the four

Groups in relation to their grade point averages at gradu-

ation. The Chi-square Of 11.98 was not in excess of the .05

level of confidence, therefore the statistically significant

difference among the four Groups was suggested. Consequently,

grade point average at graduation or scholastic ability was

disregarded as a determinant of various types of beginning

career patterns in this study.
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Table 7.--A Chi-square analysis Of Groups I, II, III, and IV

as to their grade point averages at graduation

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Outstanding

(A - A-) 3 7 2 3 15

Good

(B+ - B-) 8 l3 7 13 41

Average

(C+ - C-) l2 l9 l9 12 62

Poor

(D+ - D-) .__1 5 2 8

23 40 "33 ‘30 126'

df = 9 Sign. .05 = 16.92 X2 = 11.98 Not Significant
 

 

High schools attended by the graduateS.--The five

high schools in Lansing could differ in some respects. In

order to check the variables, Table 8 presents a percentage

comparison Of the four Groups in relation to the high schools

attended. There is a reasonable distribution of the five

high schools in Groups II, 111, and IV; however, Group I

consists exclusively Of public high school graduates.

Table 8.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to the high schools attended

 

 

School Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

Sexton 74 5 15 40 28

Eastern 22 55 45 - 20 38

Everett 4 15 6 10 10

St. Mary's 10 24 10 12

Resurrection 15 9 20 12

Total 100 100 99 100 100
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Table 9 presents a Chi-square analysis of the four

Groups in relation to the high schools attended. The Chi-

square of 47.59 was in excess of the .05 level of confidence,

therefore suggesting a statistically significant difference

among the four Groups. Close Observation Of the course of

both public and parochial schools showed the absence of

parochial school graduates in Group I (the Group with the

highest number of vocational Office courses) to be a matter

of not Offering enough courses in this area to have any

graduates in the 10—13 course Group. NO real differences

were noted in the mode Of instruction.

Table 9.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and IV

as to the high school attended

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Sexton 17 2 5 12 36

Eastern 5 22 15 6 48

Everett 1 6 2 3 12

St. Mary's 4 8 3 15

Resurrection 6 3 6 15

23 4O 33 30 I26

df = 12 Sign. .05 = 21.03 x2 = 47.59 significant

 

TO further test the Groups in relation to the schools

attended, Groups I and II and Groups III and IV were tested

for significance on this variable. Table 10 presents a Chi-

square analysis of Groups I and II and Groups 111 and IV in

relation to the schools attended. The Chi-square Of 5.06

was not in excess of the .05 level Of confidence, therefore

not suggesting any statistically significant difference
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Table 10.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I and II and III

and IV as to the high schools attended

 

Groups I and II Groups III and IV Total

 

Sexton 19 17 36

Eastern 27 21 48

Everett 7 5 12

St. Mary's 4 11 15

Resurrection 6 9 15

63 63 126

df = 4 Sign. .05 = 9.49 X2 = 5.06 Not Significant

 

among the four Groups. Therefore, those with the most vo-

cational Office training (Groups I and II) and those with the

least vocational Office training (Groups III and IV) did not

differ as to high schools attended.‘ This facilitated the

interpretation of data investigated in Chapter V.

Further testing of the four Groups in relation to the

grade point averages and sociO-economic levels Of the gradu-

ates from the five schools was indicated because Of the

significant differences between the Groups as to the numbers

from each school. Table 11 presents a chi-square analysis Of

the grade point average of the graduates in relation to the

schools attended. The Chi-square Of 8.81 was not in excess

of the .05 level Of confidence, therefore not suggesting

any statistically significant difference among the grade

point averages of the graduates from the five high schools.

Table 12 presents a Chi-square analysis of the socio-

economic levels Of the graduates Of the five high schools.

The lst sociO-economic level was combined with the 2nd and
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Table ll.--A Chi-square analysis of the grade point averages

Of the graduates from the five high schools

 

Outstanding Good Average Poor Total

 

Sexton 6 12 15 3 36

Eastern 5 16 23 4 48

Everett 1 6 5 12

St. Mary's 1 2 11 1 15

Resurrection 2 5 8 15

‘ IS 41 62 8 I26

df = 12 Sign. .05 = 21.05 x2 = 8.81 Not Significant
 

 

Table l2.--A Chi-square analysis of the socio-economic

levels of the graduates of the five high schools

 

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Total

 

Sexton 2 5 6 ll 12 36

Eastern 1 6 5 15 21 48

Everett 2 1 5 4 12

St. Mary's 4 1 3 6 1 15

Resurrection l 2 3 5 4 15

"8‘ "TE‘ "18' "'12' 'TTZ‘ “—126“

df = 16 Sign. .05 3 26.30 X2 = 19.81 Not Significant
 

 

the 7th combined with the 6th level since there was only a

total of three in both levels. The Chi-square of 19.81 was

not in excess of the .05 level of confidence, therefore not

suggesting any statistically significant difference among

the socio-economic levels of those from the five high schools.

Therefore, in terms Of the socio-economic level, grade point

average and high schools attended, only the different high

schools attended showed any statistically Significant differ-

ences. The latter was primarily due to Group I having only

public school graduates.
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Number of siblings.--This information was not avail-
 

able in the school folders for four graduates. The mean

score for those reported for Group I was 3.13 siblings; 2.82

for Group II; 3.50 for Group III; and 3.51 for Group IV.

The number Of Siblings in a family ranged from an only child

to eight brothers and sisters. The majority of cases fell

between one and four siblings. Therefore, there were no

differences between the four Groups and the number Of sib-

lings was disregarded as a determinant of various types Of

beginning career patterns for this sample.

With whom the graduate lived when attending high

school.--The recorded information showed that the majority

of students, 84 per cent, lived with both parents. Four

graduates, or 3.17 per cent, lived with the mother only;

and ten graduates, or 7.93 percent, lived with stepfather

and mother. Other family relationships included living with

father and step-mother; grandparents; and step parents.

Days absent.--The attendance record is Often con-
 

sidered by the employer of high school graduates when inter-

viewing prOSpective employees. Employers generally hold the

belief that good school attendance will usually mean good

work attendance. Table 13 presents a percentage comparison

of the four Groups in relation to their attendance in high

school. Sixty-eight per cent had less than ten absences in

high school. The largest distribution is found in Group 11;

however, this was expected since there were forty graduates

in this group.
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Table l3.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their attendance in high school

  

 

Absences Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

0- 4.99 39 55 42 40 45

5- 9.99 30 15 33 17 23

10-14.99 22 15 15 23 18

15-19.99 9 5 6 20 10

20-24.99 2 3 2

25-29.99 2 l

30-34.99 5 2

Total 100 99 99 100 101

 

Extra-curricular activitieS.--The number of extra-

curricular activities ranged from zero to eight. The mean

score for Group I was 2.00 activities; 1.32 for Group II;

2.48 for Group III; and 1.90 for Group IV. There were 39

per cent of the graduates in Group I; 45 per cent in Group

II; 12 per cent in Group III; and 33 per cent in Group IV

that did not participate in any extra-curricular activi-

ties. Therefore, extra-curricular activities were disre-

garded as a determinant of various types of beginning career

patterns for this sample.

Educational plans after graduation.--Of the one hun-

dred twenty-six female graduates, none received any addition-

a1 formal schooling after graduation. Table 14 presents a

percentage comparison of the educational plans Of these

graduates while attending high school. Thirty per cent of

Group IV (lowest number Of vocational Office courses) planned

to go to college after graduation from high school. This
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Table 14.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their educational plans while in high

school for further schooling

 

 

Classifi-

cation Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

College 9 15 6 30 15

Business

school 22 3 6 3 7

Technical

school 4 1

Finish

-high

school 65 30 42 27 39

Not given 53 45 40 38

Total 100 101 99 100 100

 

seems like a tragic waste of time and effort. All Of Group

I stated some plan in relation to education after high

school. Sixty-five per cent simply wanted to finish high

school.

Vocational plans after graduation.--The vocational

plans of the four Groups after graduation is described in

terms of how many planned to enter the Office occupations.

Table 15 presents a percentage comparison of this data.

There was a tendency on the part of Groups II, III, and IV

not to state on their school records any vocational plans.

All reported this information in Group 1. Later we will see

that the vocational plans of the graduates in Groups I and

II were more consistent with their behavior after gradua-

tion in the labor market.
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Table 15.-—A percentage comparison Of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their vocational plans after graduation

 

Classific-

ation Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Office oc-

cupations 87 35 '33 13 39

Other 13 15 15 43 21

Not re-

ported 50 52 43 40

Total 100 100 100 99 100

 

Summa y.--The four Groups differed on the variables

analyzed in the three following aSpectS: (1) the educa-

tional plans after graduation Of Group I (highest number of

vocational Office courses) were more consistent with their

behavior during the six-year period under study; (2) the

vocational plans of Group I were more consistent with their

beginning career patterns; and (3) Group I was composed

exclusively Of public high school graduates. The findings

stated in (l) and (2) above will be verified in Chapter V.

This systematic elimination of possible determinants of be-

ginning career patterns assisted in making the findings in

Chapter V related to the effects of vocational office train-

ing more interpretable.



CHAPTER V

FINDINGS

The data for this chapter were taken primarily from

the interview form (see Appendix J). Additional information

was obtained from the mail questionnaire and high school

permanent records. The chapter is divided into the follow-

ing major sections related to labor market behavior: (1)

initial employment, and (2) employment after graduation.

The initial employment section (jobs held while still attend-

ing high school) is limited to the 10th, 11th, and 12th

grades Of high school and is described with numerical and/or

percentage comparisons, Chi-square analysis and correlation.

The employment after graduation section is limited to the

Six-year period June, 1956 to June, 1962 and is treated in

the same way as the initial employment section with the

addition of a graphic portrayal of the beginning and ending

jobs of the four Groups.

The purpose Of investigating the initial work period

was to determine what effects the work experience gained

during this period might have had on the develOpment of

subsequent beginning career patterns in the six-year period

after graduation.

68
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Initial Employment

Office Cooperative Occupational Training.--The Office

Cooperative Occupational Training Program (hereafter referred

to as the Office cooperative program) was a program provided

by the Lansing public schools for senior high school students

whereby they could obtain supervised experience in office oc-

cupations. Eleven or 48 per cent Of Group I (the Group with

between 10-13 vocational office courses), twenty-five or 62

per cent of Group II (the Group with between 7-9 vocational

office courses), nine or 27 per cent Of Group III (the

Group with between 4-6 vocational Office courses), and one

or 3 per cent of Group IV (the Group with between 0-3

vocational office courses) chose to participate in this on-

the-job training program.

Further investigation of those who participated in

the cooperative office program showed a heavy concentration

of graduates who had Specialized in secretarial training.

Table 16 presents a numerical comparison of those who

participated in the Office cooperative program in relation

to the type of vocational office training received. Only

nine or 26 per cent Of the forty-six who participated in the

COOperative program Specialized in the general clerical and

bookkeeping sequence of courses. Those in Groups I and II

haj- the largest share Of those who participated in cooper-

ative training. V

In order to determine if the four Groups differed

significantly as to the proportion in each group who

participated in the Office COOperative program, those who
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Table 16.--A numerical comparison of those who participated

in the cooperative program in Groups I, II, III,

and IV as to the type of vocational office

Specialization

Type Of

Special-

ization Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Secre-

tarial 11 22 4 37

General

clerical

& book—

keeping 3 5 l 9

Total 11 25 9 1 46

 

participated in the program were put in one category and

those who did not were put in another category. A Chi-square

analysis Of the four Groups in relation to the number who

participated in the Office COOperative program is presented

in Table 17. The Chi-square of 28.39 was in excess of the

.05 level of cOnfidence, therefore suggesting a statistically

significant difference among the four Groups. This suggests

that COOperative training experience may have influenced the

beginning career patterns Of those in Groups with more

vocational office training.

Number of months graduates worked in Office field.--

How much initial work experience was gained in directly re-

lated types of employment? This analysis takes into consider-

ation the number of months wOrked in any Office job including

the cOOperative program. A percentage comparison of the

number of months the four Groups worked in the office field
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Table 17.--A Chi-square analysis Of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to participation in the cooperative program

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Participated ll 25 9 l 46

Did not

participate 12 15 24 29 80

23 40 33 30 126

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 X2 = 28.39 Significant
 

 

graduation is presented in Table 18. The distribution Of

initial Office experience cOnsidered in this way shows that

this experience is not restricted to those who participate in

the COOperative program. Group 11 (7-9 vocational Office

courses) had twenty-nine or 72 per cent Of its graduates

working in Office jobs before graduation.

Table 18.—-A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to the number of months worked in initial office jobs

Number of

 

months Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

None 44 28 58 80 51

1-9 35 42 18 7 26

10-18 22 22 9 13 17

19-27 5 9 4

28-36 2 6 2

Total 101 99 100 100 100
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Table 19 presents a Chi-square analysis Of the four

Groups in relation to the number who had or did not have

initial experience in Office jobs. The Chi-square Of 20.02

was in excess of the .05 level Of confidence, therefore sug-

gesting a statistically significant difference among the four

Groups. Consequently, those graduates with the most voca-

tional office training were more apt to have had office

experience before graduation from high school.

Table l9.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to how many graduates had initial work

experience in Office jobs

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Had initial

 

office job 13 29 14 6 62

NO initial

Office job 10 11 19 24 64

23 4O 33 30 126

2
df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 X = 20.02 Significant

 

 

Number of months graduates worked in all initial jObS.--

In order to discuss the total amount of work experience back-

ground which could have influenced the beginning career

patterns of the graduates, the number Of months worked in

initial jobs was analyzed. This analysis, as was true Of

initial job analysis, was limited to the 10th, 11th, and 12th

grades in high school. An occasional graduate worked as much

as five years before graduation; however, the great majority

had no more than thirty-six months Of initial work eXperience.

The jobs consisted of a wide variety of part-time tasks.
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Table 20 presents a percentage comparison of the four Groups

in relation to the total number Of months worked in initial

jobs. Group IV had eleven Of the thirty graduates or 37 per

cent who had no initial work experience.

Table 20.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to the total number of months worked in all

initial jobs

 

Number Of

 

months Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

None 17 5 21 37 19

1-9 39 38 27 13 29

10-18 17 25 18 13 19

19-27 13 18 6 13 13

28-36 13 15 27 23 20

Total 99 101 99 99 100

 

A Chi-square analysis of the four Groups in relation

to the total number of graduates who had any initial work

experience is presented in Table 21. The Chi-square of

11.70 was in excess of the .05 level of confidence, there-

fore suggesting a statistically significant difference among

the four Groups. Therefore, initial work experience was

considered a possible determinant Of the graduate's begin-

ning career patterns.

Summary.--The important consideration when viewing

the analysis of initial work experience in relation to employ-

ment after graduation is that the Groups with the most vo-

cational Office training also have had the most initial work

experience. Therefore, differences found in employment after
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Table 21.--A Chi-square analysis Of Groups I, II, III, and IV

as to the number who had initial work experience

 

 

 

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Had work

experience 19 38 26 19 102

NO work

experience 4 2 7 ll 24

23 40 33 30 126

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 11.70 Significant
 

 

graduation were tempered with the above findings because

initial work experience could have been another determinant

of the various beginning career patterns. However, the

correlation between the number of months in initial jobs and

the beginning salary Of the graduates was found to be .19.

This would suggest that initial work experience does not

play a significant role in this reSpect.

Employment After Graduation

Time it took to obtain first job.--The time it took

the four Groups to obtain their first jobs after graduation

was analyzed to determine ifthe four Groups were different

in relation to this variable. Table 22 presents a percent-

age comparison Of the four Groups in relation to the number

of months it took to Obtain their first job. All the gradu-

ates in Group I (the Group with the highest number of voca-

tional Office courses) Obtained employment by the end of

two months. However, the overall average time for finding
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Table 22.--A percentage comparison Of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to the number Of months it took to Obtain their first

 

 

 

 

 

job

Number of

months Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

0 65 60 39 33 49

1 22 20 18 33 23

2 13 8 15 20 12

3 3 21 13 11

4 3 3 2

5 6 3 3

Total 100 100 99 99 100

 

employment was 1.07 months. Therefore, no significant

differences were found to exist between the four Groups.

How graduates Obtained first job.--How the four Groups

obtained their first job is presented as a percentage com-

parison in Table 23. Of the one hundred twenty-six female

graduates, ninety or 71 per cent obtained their first job

through personal solicitation or through their high schools.

Of the forty-six graduates who participated in the cooper-

ative program, nineteen or 41 per cent stated that they Ob-

tained their first job as a direct result of the COOperative

employment. A larger percentage Of those in Groups III and

IV (the Groups with the lowest number of vocational office

courses) had to rely on their relatives and friends to find

employment. Therefore, graduates in the Groups with more

vocational Office training demonstrated a greater inde-

pendence from relatives and friends in finding employment

after graduation.
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Table 23.—-A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to how they Obtained their first job

 

Classifi-

cation Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

Advertise-

ment 9 5 9 7 7

Personal

solicita-

tion 39 35 57 53 46

Public em-

ployment

agency 13 10 3 7 8

High school 29 43 16 7 25

Relatives

or friends 9 7 15 23 13

NO reSponse 3 1

Total 99 100 100 100 100

 

Number of jobs held by graduates.--The number of jobs

held by the four Groups in the Lansing labor market, outside

the Lansing labor market, and with a given employer were

compared for differences. NO significant differences were

-found to exist. The average number Of jobs held with a

given employer was 1.79. When jobs with all employers were

analyzed, it was found that the average increased to 2.27

jobs. As will be seen later, significant differences did

exist between the four Groups in relation to the direction

Of job mobility. Those graduates in Groups with more voca-

tional Office training had higher beginning and ending jobs

than those in Groups with less vocational Office training.
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The Relationship between the Amount and Type Of Vocational

Office Training and Beginning and Ending Jobs

DO all Groups fare alike in the labor market in rela-

tion to entering and ending job levels in the office field re-

gardless of the amount and type Of vocational Office training?

One way to measure this is to show the Groups in relation to .

entering and ending job levels on a scale Of Office jobs

ranked according to the average beginning salaries paid

these jobs.

Entering and ending jobs held by Group I.--A11 Of the
 

twenty-three graduates in Group I Specialized in secretarial

training. At what job level and in what area Of specializa-

tion did these graduates enter the office field? Figure 1

represents a Scattergram of the entering and ending jobs Of

Group I. In order to distinguish between high and low job

levels, a horizontal line is drawn under the general clerk A

classification.

Eighteen or 78 per cent Of the twenty-three graduates

did indeed enter the labor market in stenographic jobs. Three

or 13 per cent entered the labor market as general clerks;

and two or 9 per cent as long distance telephone Operators.

In relation to high and low job levels, seven or 22 per cent

were in high level jobs at the time of entry into the labor

market and all jobs were in the stenographic Specialization.

How did the Group with the most vocational office

training fare in relation to ending jobs? Fifteen or 65 per

cent of the twenty-three graduates were in stenographic jobs.
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Figure 1.--A Scattergram of Group I showing entering and

ending job level and job classification of the

office field
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Of the remaining eight graduates, three were general clerks,

two were long distance telephone operators, one was a business

machines operator, and one decided to leave the office field

and become a sales clerk. Thirteen or 56 per cent were in

the high job classification. Ten of those in the high job

classification were in stenographic jobs and three were in

the highest general clerk level. As will be seen later,

the more Specialized training given students in high school,

the more apt they were to have entering and ending jobs re-

lated to their training and to achieve high job levels.

Entering and ending jobs held by Group II.—-A scatter-

gram of the entering and ending jobs of Group II is repre-

sented in Figure 2. Thirty-five or 88 per cent Specialized

in secretarial training and five or 12 per cent Specialized

in general clerical and bookkeeping training. Eleven or

32 per cent of the thirty—five who Specialized in secretarial

training entered the labor market in stenographic jobs. Four

of the five who Specialized in general clerical and bookkeep-

ing training as general clerks and one entered the labor

market in the accounting classification. Eight or 20 per

cent entered the labor market at high level jobs with Six

having secretarial training and two having general clerical

and bookkeeping training.

In relation to ending jobs, fifteen or 38 per cent of

those who Specialized in secretarial training were in steno-

graphic jobs. All of those who Specialized in general

clerical and bookkeeping training were in other than
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Figure 2.—-A Scattergram of Group 11 showing entering and

ending job level and job classification in the

office field
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stenographic jobs. Two were in accounting jobs, one was a

general clerk, one was a business machines operator, and one

decided to leave the office field to become a sales repre-

sentative. One graduate who specialized in secretarial

training also left the office field to become a nurses aid.

Twenty-six or 65 per cent of Group II were in high

level jobs ending jobs. Only nine of the twenty-six were in

stenographic jobs. As will be seen later, the more Special-

ized training given students in high school, the more apt

they were to have entering and ending jobs related to their

training and to achieve high job levels.

Entering and endinggjobs held by Group III.--A scatter-

gram of the entering and ending jobs held by Group III is

represented in Figure 3. Twenty or 61 per cent Specialized

in secretarial training and thirteen or 39 per cent

Specialized in general clerical and bookkeeping training.

Seven or 30 per cent of those who Specialized in secretarial

training entered the labor market in stenographic jobs. Two

of those who Specialized in general clerical and bookkeeping

training entered the labor market in lower stenographic jobs

and the remainder were primarily found in the low level

general clerk, telephone operator, and business machines

operator classification. Only two or 6 per cent were in

high level jobs and both had secretarial training.

In relation to ending jobs, only five or 25 per cent

of those who Specialized in secretarial training were in

stenographic jobs. As will be seen later, there was a
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Figure 3.--A Scattergram of Group III showing entering and

ending job level and job classification in the

office field
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significant difference between those who Specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups in relation to the

proportion in each Group who had entering and ending jobs in

stenographic positions. All thirteen of those who Special-

ized in general clerical and bookkeeping in this Group were

in other than stenographic jobs with the largest concentration

found in the low level general clerk classification. Only

eight or 24 per cent were in high level jobs, and only one

had secretarial training and a stenographic job. 'The re-

maining seven were primarily found in high level telephone

company positions and in the high level general clerk

classification.

Entering and ending jobs held by Group IV.--A scatter-

gram of the entering and ending jobs held by Group IV is

represented by Figure 4. Eleven or 37 per cent Specialized

in secretarial training, eight or 27 per cent specialized

in general clerical and bookkeeping, three or 10 per cent

Specialized in retailing, six or 20 per cent were straight

college preparatory, and two or 7 per cent straight general

academic. None of the thirty graduates in Group IV entered

the labor market in stenographic jobs. With great con-

sistency the beginning job pattern for this low trained Group

was to enter the labor market as low level general clerks

or as long distance telephone Operators. There were no

graduates in this Group who entered the labor market in high

level jobs.
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Figure 4.--A Scattergram of Group IV showing entering and

ending job level and job classification in the

office field
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In relation to ending jobs, only one out of the eleven

who Specialized in secretarial training held a stenographic

job, and this job was at the lowest level on the classifica-

tion scale. Fifteen or half of the thirty graduates in this

Group held ending jobs at the low general clerk level. This

data suggests that the job mobility patterns in Group IV were

held in check by a lack of sufficient training. Only four or

13 per cent of Group IV held ending jobs in high level jobs.

Of the four high level jobs, two were at high general clerk

level and two were at high level telephone company jobs.

Were there any significant differences between the

four Groups as to entering and ending job levels?--In order

to test for significant differences between the four Groups

in relation to beginning and ending job levels, the Chi-

square analysis was used. Table 24 presents a Chi-square

analysis of the four Groups in relation to how many gradu-

ates entered at higher level jobs. The Chi-square of 14.09

was in excess of the .05 level of confidence, therefore sug-

gesting a statistically significant difference between the

four Groups. This suggests that the more office vocational

training given students in high school the more apt they are

to enter the office field at higher job classifications.

A Chi-square analysis of the four Groups in relation

to the number of graduates who held ending jobs in the higher

levels is presented in Table 25. The Chi-square of 22.95

was in excess of the .05 level of Confidence, therefore sug-

gesting a statistically significant difference among the
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Table 24.-~A Chi-Square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to how many graduates entered the labor

market at higher job levels

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

High level 7 8 2 O 17

Low level 16 32 31 30 109

23 IO 33 30 I26

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 14.09 Significant
 

 

Table 25.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to how many graduates obtained higher level

ending jobs

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

High level 13 26 8 4 51

Low level 10 14 25 26 75

2
df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 X = 23.01 Significant

 

 

four Groups. This suggests that the more vocational office

training given students in high school, the more apt they

are to obtain high level jobs during the first Six years

following graduation.

Were there any significant differences between those

who specialized in secretarial training in the four Groups

as to entering and ending job levels?--Because all four

Groups contained graduates who had specialized in secretarial

training, an excellent opportunity was presented to analyze

the relationship between the amount of a particular type of
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Specialized training and beginning and ending job levels.

Of the one hundred twenty-six graduates in the sample, eighty-

nine or 76 per cent Specialized in secretarial training. All

of the twenty-three graduates in Group I, thirty-five or 88

per cent of Group II, twenty or 66 per cent of Group III, and

11 or 37 per cent of Group IV received secretarial training.

Seven or 30 per cent of Group I, Six or 17 per cent of

Group II, and two or 10 per cent of Group III, of those who

Specialized in secretarial training entered the labor market

in high level jobs. No gradutes in Group IV entered high

level jobs. Table 26 presents a Chi-square analysis of

those who SpeCialized in secretarial training in the four

Groups in relation to the number who entered the labor market

at higher job levels. The Chi-square of 5.91 was not in ex-

cess of the .05 level of confidence, therefore not suggesting

any statistically Significant difference among the four

Groups.

Table 26.--A Chi-square analysis of those who Specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups as to how

many entered the labor market in high level jobs

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

High level 7 6 2 0 15

Low level 16 29 18 11 74

23 35 20 II 35

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 5.91 Not Significant

 

The ending job levels of those who Specialized in

secretarial training Showed a different result. Thirteen or
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56 per cent of Group I, twenty-one or 60 per cent of Group

II, and one or 5 per cent of Group III attained ending high

level jobs. No one in Group IV reached this level. Table

27 presents a Chi-square analysis of those who Specialized

in secretarial training in the four Groups as to how many had

high level ending jobs. The Chi-square of 41.88 was in ex-

cess of the .05 level of confidence, therefore suggesting a

statistically significant difference among those who

Specialized in secretarial training in the four Groups.

This suggests that the more secretarial training given stu-

dents in high School, the more apt they are to obtain higher

job levels during the first six years after graduation.

Table 27.--A Chi-square analysis of those who specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups as to

how many had ending jobs in the higher job levels

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

High level 13 21 1 o 35

Low level 10 14 19 11 54

"23‘ '33" "ZC‘ 'II“ ‘IET'

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 41.88 significant
 

 

Were there any significant differences between those
 

who specialized in secretarial training in the four Groups as

to the number who entered stenographic jobs?--A Chi-square

analysis was used to determine if the twenty-three graduates

in Group I, thirty-five graduates in Group II, twenty gradu-

ates in Group III, and the eleven graduates in Group IV who

Specialized in secretarial training differed significantly
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as to the number who entered stenographic jobs. Of the thirty-

five graduates who entered stenographic jobs, there were

eighteen or 78 per cent in Group I, eleven or 31 per cent in

Group II, and seven or 35 per cent in Group III. No gradu-

ates in Group IV who Specialized in secretarial training

entered stenographic jobs.

A Chi-square analysis of those who Specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups as to the number who

entered stenographic jobs is presented in Table 28. The Chi-

square of 24.43 was in excess of the .05 level of confidence,

therefore suggesting a statistically significant difference

among the four Groups. This suggests that the more secre-

tarial training given students in high school, the more apt

they are to obtain stenographic jobs upon entering the labor

market.

Table 28.--A Chi-square analysis of those who Specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups as to how

many entered the labor market in stenographic

jobs

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Entered

stenographic

jobs 18 11 7 O 36

Entered

other office

jobs 5 24 13 11 53

23 33 20 II 89

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 24.43 Significant
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Of those who held ending stenographic jobs, there

were fifteen or 65 per cent in Group I, fifteen or 57 per

cent of Group II, five or 25 per cent of Group III, and one

or 9 per cent of Group IV. Table 29 presents a Chi-square

analysis of those who Specialized in secretarial training

in the four Groups as to how many held ending stenographic

jobs. The Chi-square of 12.46 was in excess of the .05 level

of confidence, therefore suggesting a statistically significant

difference between the four Groups. This suggests that the

more secretarial training given students in high school, the

more apt they are to hold ending stenographic jobs.

Table 29.-~A Chi-square analysis of those who Specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups as to how many held

ending stenographic jobs

 

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Ending sten-

ographic

jobs 15 15 5 1 36

Other ending

office jobs 8 20 15 10 53

“—23 ' '3""5 "'2"'o' T1 " 9"

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 12.46 Significant
 

 

Were there any significant differences between those

who Specialized in general clerical and bookkeeping_train—

i2g?--A11 of the twenty-three graduates in Group I Special-

ized in secretarial training. However, there were five out

of the forty in Group II, thirteen out of the thirty-three in

Group III, and eight out of the thirty in Group IV who
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Specialized in general clerical and bookkeeping training. Of

the twenty-six graduates who specialized in general clerical

and bookkeeping training in the three Groups, only two gradu-

ates from Group II had high level beginning jobs.

In relation to high level ending jobs, the situation

was considerably different. Five out of five or 100 per cent

in Group II, seven out of thifteen or 54 per cent in Group

III, and two out of eight or 25 per cent of Group IV reached

high level ending jobs. Table 30 presents a Chi-square

analysis of those who Specialized in general clerical and

bookkeeping in the three Groups as to how many reached high

level ending jobs. The Chi-square of 6.98 was in excess of

the .05 level of confidence, therefore suggesting a statistic-

ally significant difference between the three Groups. This

suggests that the more general clerical and bookkeeping train-

ing given students in high school, the more apt they are to

reach high level jobs within Six years.

Table 30.--A Chi-square analysis of those who specialized in

general clerical and bookkeeping in Groups II,

III, and IV as to how many reached high level end-

ing jobs

 

Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

 

High level 5 7 2 14

Low level 0 6 6 12

T "IT T W

df = 2 Sign. .05 = 5.99 x2 = 6.98 Significant
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What happened to the graduates who entered the office

field with no vocational office training?-—Of the eleven

graduates in Group IV who had no vocational office training,

six or 55 per cent had taken the college preparatory course

of study, three or 27 per cent had taken the retailing course

of study, and two or 18 per cent had taken the general

academic course of study.

Those who took the college preparatory course of

study.--Four out of the six who took the college preparatory

course of study entered and remained at the low level general

clerk classification. Of the two remaining graduates, both

entered the labor market as long distance telephone operators;

one advancing to a high level senior operator job.

Those who took the retailing course of study.--All

three of those who took the retailing course of study entered

the labor market as long distance telephone operators; one

advancing to a high level Service representative job. The

other two graduates left the telephone company, one to be-

come a file clerk and the other to leave the office field

and become a waitress.

Those who took the general academic course of study.--

Both graduates who took the general academic course of study

entered the office field as low level general clerks and re-

mained at this level.

Therefore, this suggests that those who entered the

office field with no vocational office training experienced

very limited opportunities for advancement. Specifically,

those graduates with no vocational office training were
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restricted, almost exclusively, to beginning jobs as low

level general clerks or as long distance telephone operators.

Some opportunity for advancement was presented to those who

took jobs as long distance telephone operators as evidenced by

two graduates who were promoted to high level jobs within the

telephone company classification.

Number of months in the labor market.--Of the one

hundred twenty-Six female graduates who entered the labor

market in the office field, forty or 32 per cent worked five

or more years. Table 31 presents a Chi-square analysis of

the four Groups in relation to the number of months in the

labor market. The Chi-square of 13.07 was not in excess of

the .05 level of confidence, therefore no statistically

significant difference among the four Groups was suggested.

Table 31.-~A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and IV

as to the number of months in the labor market

—— I —

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

 

1-18 4 3 3 1 11

19-36 2 7 5 7 21

37-54 9 12 6 14 41

55-72 8 18 19 8 53

“23' “46’ ‘33— "36' "126'

df = 9 Sign. .05 = 16.92 x2 = 13.07 Not Significant

 

An analysis of whether_graduates liked their first

jobs.--Do graduates with the most vocational office training

like their first jobs more than those with less vocational

office training? Table 32 presents a Chi-square analysis of
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Table 32.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to whether they like their first jobs

Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Liked 21 36 3o 21 108

Disliked 2 4 3 9 l8

_ ‘23“ "46' '72?“ "36' “I26'

X2 = 7.50 Not SignificantH

q 0
0

[
\
J

df = 3 Sign. .05

 

the four Groups as to whether they liked their first job.

The Chi-square of 7.50 was not in excess of the .05 level of

Confidence, therefore no statistically significant difference

among the four Groups was suggested.

Group I tended to like the intrinsic characteristics

of the job itself and not to dislike anything. Group IV,

on the other hand, tended to like and dislike other factors.

For example, Group IV tended to like and dislike wages,

other economic factors, human relations, supervision, hours,

and the total work environment. This data seems to suggest

that Group I (highest number of vocational office courses)

perceived their actual duties on the job as the primary con-

sideration in whether the job is liked.

Employment status at the end of six years.--A percent-

age comparison of the four Groups in relation to their present

employment status is presented in Table 33. Fifty-three per

cent of the graduates were housewives. Only Groups III and

IV had graduates who were unemployed but seeking employment.
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Table 33.--A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their present employment status

 

Classifi-

cation Group I Group II Group III Group IV Total

 

Employed

(not

married) 4 15 18 10 13

Housewife

(full-time

job) 26 32 21 13 24

Housewife

(part-time

job) 4 1o 9 7 8

Unemployed

(Seeking

work) 3 7 2

Housewife 65 42 48 63 53

Total 99 99 99 100 100

 

Opinions Held About Course of Study

Number who felt prepared for work.--All the graduates
 

in Group I stated that they felt prepared for work. There

were thirty-seven or 93 per cent in Group II, twenty-six or

79 per cent in Group III, and twenty or 67 per cent in Group

IV. Table 34 presents a Chi-square analysis of the four

Groups in relation to the number of graduates who felt pre-

pared for work. The Chi-square of 13.10 was in excess of

the .05 level of Confidence, therefore suggesting a statistic-

ally significant difference among the four Groups.

Further investigation showed that the Groups with the

most voCational office training tended to state this for

feeling prepared. Table 35 presents a percentage comparison

of those who felt prepared in the four Groups in relation to
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Table 34.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to the number who felt prepared for work

 

Group Group Group Group

 

I II III IV Total

Felt prepared 23 37 26 20 106

Did not feel

prepared 0 3 7 10 20

23 40 33 30 126

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 X2 = 13.10 Significant
 

 

their reasons. All the graduates in Group I gave vocational

office training as their reason for feeling prepared for

work.

Table 35.--A percentage comparison of those who felt pre-

pared for work in Groups I, II, III, and IV as

to their reasons

 

Group Group Group Group

Classification I II III IV Total

 

Vocational office

training 100 97 65 45 80

Vocational office

training & General

Education 19 5 6

General Education 4 30 7

Had high school

diploma , 3 12 20 7

Total 100 100 100 100 100

 

In order to determine if the Groups differed signifi-

cantly as to their reasons for feeling prepared for work

after graduation, those who felt prepared for work were put

into two categories. Those who felt vocational office
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training or a combination of vocational office training and

general education was the primary reason they felt prepared

for work were put into one category. Those who felt prepared

for work simply because they had obtained a high school

diploma or because of their general education were put in an-

other category. A Chi-Square analysis used to test for

significance between the four Groups is presented in Table

36. The Chi-square of 8.99 was in excess of the .05 level

of confidence, therefore suggesting a statistically signifi-

cant difference among the four Groups. This suggests that a

higher proportion of those graduates in the Groups with more

vocational office training felt prepared because of that

very vocational office training.

Table 36.-~A Chi-square analysis of those who felt prepared

. for work after graduation because of their vo-

cational office training or a combination of

vocational office training and general education

in Groups I, II, III, and IV as against those

who felt prepared because of their general edu-

cation or simply by virtue of having a high

school diploma

r I

Group Group Group Group

I II III IV Total

 

Felt prepared because

-of vocational office

training or combination

of vocational office

training and general

education 23 36 22 10 91

Felt prepared because

-of general education

or by virtue of high

school diploma 0 l 4 10 15

23 37 36 20 105

df = 3 Sign. .05 = 7.82 x2 = 8.99 Significant
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Further analysis was conducted in relation to those who

did not feel prepared for work after graduation in order to

determine their reasons for feeling this way. Seventeen out

of the twenty graduates or 85 per cent who did not feel pre-

pared, stated that they needed more vocational office training.

Three or 15 per cent stated that they simply did not like

the office field of employment and, therefore, could not feel

prepared for something they did not like. It Should be em-

phasized that seventeen or 85 per cent of those who did not

feel prepared for work after graduation were in the two Groups

with the lowest number of vocational office courses.

Course of study graduates would take if they were to

return to high school.--The graduates were asked the follow-

ing question: "If you had an opportunity to go to high school

again, and assuming that the school taught all kinds of

courses, what sort of courses would you take?“ A percentage

comparison of the four Groups in relation to the course of

study they would take if they were to return to high school

is presented in Table 37. The overwhelming majority of the

graduates who entered the office field after graduation with

no additional training stated that they would take the vo-

cational office curriculum.

The Typical Graduate in this Sample

Although the graduates in this sample received vary-

ing amounts and types of vocational office training, they

possessed many characteristics in common,and; therefore, can

be described in normative terms. For example, they had similar
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Table 37.-~A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to the course of study they would take if

they were to return to high school

 

Group Group Group Group

 

Classification I II III IV Total

Vocational office 96 82 88 73 84

College preparatory 8 6 27 10

General academic 10 3

Homemaking 4 3 2

Don't know * 3 1

' Total 100 100 100 100 100

 

socio-economic backgrounds, grade point averages, and they

all entered the office field after graduation showing a mani-

fested common vocational goal. A description such as this

can be helpful to those, such as high school counselors, who

must form some picture of what the typical female "looks

like" who enters the office field after graduation-without

receiving any additional training.

The typical graduate in this sample can be described

as follows: she comes from a lower-middle class home. Her

father had 9.19 years of schooling and her mother 10.7. She

took 5.57 vocational office courses and tended to Specialize

in secretarial training. She achieved an overall grade

point average at graduation of 2.31 based on a four point

system. She was an average student. Before graduation, she

worked 11.82 months in initial jobs.

She worked forty hours per week and her first salary

was $48.82 a week, and her last salary was $68.39. She

worked a total of 48.63 months out of a possible 72 months
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and 47.17 months of this time was in the office field. She

did not work all of the 72 months because of her marriage

and/or childbearing. She held 1.79 jobs with different em-

ployers and 2.27 jobs, including jobs with the same employer.

She worked .16 months on jobs outside the Lansing labor

market. She had a total of 2.26 jobs.

She liked all of her jobs and attributes this to her

vocational office training. She feels as though She has an

understanding of how to meet and work with peOple and She

again attributes this to vocational office training. This is

not surprising since her

to finish and assume her

the office field.

At the end of the

is married. She and her

educational goal in high school was

vocational goal which was to work in

six-year period after graduation she

husband belong to 3.5 organizations;

church and some organization connected with her or her

husband's job. She has moved her residence 2.96 times during

the six years, and is now unemployed and is well established

as a homemaker. However, according to most experts, she will

return to the labor market at various intervals during her

adult life.

Beginning Career Patterns

The beginning career patterns of the one hundred

twenty-six female high school graduates who entered the

labor market in the office field are summarized as follows:

Stable beginning career pattern.--The sequence in
 

this type of beginning career pattern is one of entering the
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labor market in the office field in low or high job levels

and ultimately experiencing upward mobility in somewhat re-

lated jobs. She may take occasional time out for marriage

and/or childbearing. If she started in the higher job levels

she is still considered in this pattern Since upward mobility

is more difficult at this level. For example, a private

secretary has difficulty in moving much further in six years

although she might increase her reSponsibilities within this

classification.

Dead-end bgginning career pattern.--The sequence in

this type of beginning career pattern is one of entering the

labor market in the office field at the lower level jobs and

remaining on that same level or experience mobility in a

downward direction. She may take occasional time out for

marriage and/or childbearing.

Unstable bgginning_career pattern.--The sequence in
 

this type of beginning career pattern is one of entering the

labor market in the office field at the low or high job

levels and experiencing a succession of unrelated jobs or

perhaps leaving the office field for employment in some

other occupation.

TCmporary worker beginning career pattern.--The se-
 

quence in this type of beginning career pattern is one of

entering the labor market in the office field at the low or

high job levels and leaving the labor market completely for

the remainder of the six-year period within one year after

graduation.
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A percentage comparison of the four Groups in relation

to their beginning career patterns is presented in Table 38.

Table 38.-~A percentage comparison of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their beginning career patterns

 

 

 

Beginning career Group Group Group Group

patterns I II III IV Total

Stable 74 78 27 17 49

Dead-end 17 12 52 57 34

Unstable 4 10 18 27 15

Temporary worker 4 3 2

Total 99 100 100 100 100

 

The stable pattern is characteristic of Groups I and 11 while

the dead-end pattern is characteristic of Groups 111 and IV.

Groups I and II had the most vocational office training and

Groups III and IV the least. Table 39 presents a Chi-square

analysis of the four Groups in relation to their beginning

career patterns. The Chi-square of 41.86 was in excess of

the .05 level of confidence, therefore Suggesting a statisti-

cally significant difference among the four Groups.

Table 39.--A Chi-square analysis of Groups I, II, III, and

IV as to their beginning career patterns

  

  

Group Group Group Group

 

I II III IV Total

Stable 17 31 9 5 62

Dead-end 4 5 17 17 43

Unstable l 4 6 8 19

Temporary worker 21 o 1 o

‘23 To ‘33 To 176

df = 9 Sign. .05 = 16.92 x2 = 41.86 significant
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There were forty-six graduates who participated in the

office cooperative program. Of the eleven in Group I, ten

had stable beginning career patterns and one had a dead-end

pattern. 0f the twenty-five in Group II, twenty-one or 84

per cent had stable patterns, three had dead-end patterns,

and one had an unstable pattern. Of the nine in Group 111,

only one had a stable pattern, seven or 78 per cent had dead-

end patterns, and one was unstable. There was only one

coogerative trainee in Group IV and her pattern was unstable.

Summary

There was a significant difference between the four

Groups in their labor market behavior after graduation. A

significantly higher proportion of those in Groups with more

vocational office training felt prepared for work, obtained

high level beginning and ending jobs in the office field, and

were identified as having characteristically stable beginning

career patterns.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECCMMENDATIONS

Summary

Statement of the problem.--This study was concerned

with determining the effect of varying amounts and types of

vocational office training on the subsequent beginning career

patterns of female high school graduates who entered the

office field within six months following graduation with no

additional training. The following_sub-problems were

investigated in this study:

1. What effect does the amount and type of vo—

cational office training have on entering

and ending jobs of the graduates?

What effect does the amount and type of vo-

cational office training have on job satis-

faction viz., which graduates felt prepared

for work after graduation and which gradu-

ates liked their first job?

What effect does the amount and type of vo-

cational office training have on the begin-

ning career patterns of the graduates viz.,

are there distinct beginning career patterns

develOped by the graduates?

Can distinct career patterns be plotted or

discerned?

What variables other than the amount and type

of vocational office training seemed to be in-

fluencing the beginning career patterns of the

graduates, e.g., the amount and type of initial

work experience before graduation, and the

educational and vocational plans of the gradu-

ates as given in their high school records?

104
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Purpose of the study.--The purpose of the study was

threefold: (l) to provide information to those concerned

with the education of high school females pertaining to the

effects of vocational office training on the develOpment of

subsequent beginning career patterns, (2) to utilize socio-

logical "models" that illustrate career patterns in the

analysis of the beginning career patterns of female high

school graduates who enter the office field, and (3) to

utilize these findings as a part of a larger study of vo-

cational education in Michigan which will help determine the

direction of vocational education in the immediate future

and in the years beyond.

Need for the study.--The need for this study is ap-

parent when consideration is given to the following facts:

1. There is an increased demand for office

workers.

2. There is a need for an evaluation to deter-

mine if the vocational office training

given at the high school level is sufficient

for obtaining some measure of success in the

office field after graduation. This evalu-

ation must be completed in light of recent

social and economic change.

3. There is a need for more meaningful analytical

tools by which to evaluate the effectiveness

of vocational office training on the subse-

quent labor market behavior of high school

graduates.

The demand for office workers continues to grow in

Spite of new equipment and methods designed to handle a ris-

ing volume of work. According to the 1959 edition of the

Occupational Outlook Handbook:
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In 1910, only 1 in 20 American workers was engaged

in clerical work. By 1940, the proportion of clerical

workers had risen to l in 10 and, by 1950, to l in 8

employed workers.

According to the 1961 edition of the Occupational Out-

look Handbook, there were nearly 10 million people who did
 

clerical or some closely related kind of work in 1960.2

More important, the Handbook states that hundreds of thous-

ands of Openings will occur in clerical and related occupa-

tions each year during the 1960’s. The Handbook shows the

particular importance of clerical work for women by stating

that "two-thirds of all clerical workers are women, and al-

most one-third of all women who have jobs of any kind do

clerical work.“3

There is a need for evaluation of the effectiveness of

vocational office training in light of recent social and

economic change. The reSponsibility of keeping pace with

current social, ecOnomic, and technical trends is shared by

high school adminiStrators, business education teachers,

businessmen, parents, and society in general. School ad-

ministrators in particular realize that vocational curriculum

planning is not complete until the worth Of result has been

evaluated.

Technological change, increasing mobility of the

population, increasing size of the work force, greater role

 

1U. S. Bureau Of Labor Statistics (1959), op. cit.

2U. 5. Bureau Of Labor Statistics (1961), Op. cit.

3Ibid., p. 274.
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of women in the work force, and urbanization Of the pOpu-

lation have brought on many changes in the American economy

in recent years. In addition, the increasing young adult

population has been burdened with a diSprOportionate unem-

ployment rate. This unemployment rate among young adults has

been intensified by our evolution from an industrial to a

technological society. Although bringing many benefits to

society, this technological age has created new problems.

The President's Panel of Consultants on Vocational

Education presented its report to President John F. Kennedy on

November 28, 1962. The report states: 9

It is becoming increasingly clear that there is

no real assurance now that mastery of an occupation,

once achieved, will last any Worker a lifetime. Al-

though jobs may change, a worker who has mastered

the skills of a trade or occupation and who has kept

himself abreast of new techniques and develOpments

can reasonably expect to continue in his trade

throughout his working life. Preemployment training

of youth must therefore provide a solid occupational

foundation. In addition, the potential member of

the labor force must be well aware of his reSponsi-

bility for his own self-development if he is to con-

tinue to keep up to date in his occupation. Since

more and more workers will need a program of life-

long learning, continuing educational Opportunities

must be provided to cope with occupational change.

Vocational educators must train more broadly for

career patterns, for a lifelong sequence of employ—

ment opportunities.l

Educators are not in complete agreement as to what

part Of the high school educational program should be

allotted to general and what to Specialized education, and

when the latter should begin. Stratemeyer, Forkner, McKim,

and Passow in their book, Developing_a Curriculum for

 

1U. 5., Office of Education, op. cit.
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Modern Living state:

The fundamental issues which underlie the choices

made by those who guide the learning experiences of

children and youth must be re-examined in terms of

new findings and changing conditions. Alternatives

for resolving basic curriculum problems will have to

be critically studied and appraised to determine how

well they actually contribute to the achievement Of

desired ends. Ways will have to be found for using

the constantly growing body of research reported by

educators and Specialists in related fields. But at

the same time, those who work most closely with

learners must extend their competencies in studying

the potency of school-guided experiences for helping

individuals cope with the persistent life Situations

they face.1

There is a need for more meaningful analytical tools

for evaluating the results of vocational education. Many

general texts in the field of guidance, curriculum, and high

school administration have emphasized the potential values

Of local follow-up studies Of high school graduates. In

addition, follow-up studies of high school graduates have

been recommended through publications of the U. S. Office

of Education, state departments Of education, and organiza-

tions, such as the National Association Of Secondary-School

Principals and the American Council on Education.

Thus, it can be established that follow-up studies are

of considerable value when attempting to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of vocational training. However, there are many

limitations Of follow-up studies as typically applied.

One of the limitations of most follow-up studies, ac-

cording to a study by Robert Lowry, appears to be the:

 

1Stratemeyer, Forkner, McKim, and Passow, op. cit.
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. tendency for subjects who had different inter-

ests, experiences, and abilities, as well as differ-

ent degrees Of scholastic success in high school, to

be converted for convenience of analysis of interpre-

tation, into standard units, so to Speak, that were

seldom differentiated in terms of previous school

success, school experiences, and other variables.1

A challenging question remains to be answered accord-

ing to Lowry:

What relationships exist between the nature, quality,

and extent of school success and experiences, on the

one hand, and after-school success and experience,

on the other hand?2

In order to attempt to answer this challenging question,

there must be a recognition that the determinants of career

patterns are multi-dimensional. These dimensions are related

to the graduates' scholastic achievement, family background,

educational and vocational goals, etc., all Of which play

some role in career development.

Data collection and analysis.--The main steps followed

in this study are as follows:

1. Securing the cooperation of the Lansing public and

parochial superintendents Of schools and school administrators.

2. Locating the graduates of the Class of 1956 and

recording permanent record card data.

3. DevelOping, pre-testing, and refining the mail

questionnaire and interview form.

 

1Lowry, op. cit., p. 180.

2Ibid., p. 182.
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4. Selection of sample for further study.--To

establish which female high school graduates had entered the

office field after graduation without receiving any addition-

al training other than what might have been provided by an

employer, the mail questionnaire (see Appendices B and C) was

sent to all female graduates from the Class of 1956. Of the

three hundred sixty-six female high school graduates, three

hundred Sixty-two reSponded providing a 99 per cent return.

Of the three hundred sixty-two graduates who reSponded,

one hundred fifty were qualified in all reSpects for the

sample. However, fifteen graduates who lived in states other

than Michigan were excluded from the sample in order to keep

labor market conditions somewhat cOnstant for the subjects

under investigation. Of the one hundred thirty-five remaining,

one hundred twenty-two were interviewed and one hundred

twenty were usable. Six graduates completed the interview

form by mail because Of extreme difficulty in arranging inter-

view appointments. Seven graduates refused tO be interviewed

or could not be contacted. Therefore, there were one hundred

twenty-six in the sample.

Selection of Groups for further study.—-The one hundred

twenty-six graduates who were included in the sample were

subsequently divided into four Groups on the basis of the

amount of vocational Office training they had received in

high school. Four Groups were used in order to attain the

greatest amount of discrimination between graduates with

various levels Of vocational Office preparation. Yet, more
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than four Groups would not have allowed a sufficient number

of graduates in each Group for the desired statistical com-

putation.

The four Groups were as follows: Group I was composed

of twenty-three graduates who had completed from between ten

and thirteen vocational office courses; Group II was composed

of forty graduates who had completed from between seven and

nine vocational Office courses; Group III was composed Of

thirty-three graduates who had completed from between four

and Six vocational Office courses; and Group IV was composed

Of thirty graduates who had completed from between one and

three vocational Office courses. Graduates with no voca-

tional office courses were included in the latter group.

Analysis of data.--In order to plot or discern the

beginning career patterns of the female high school gradu-

ates who entered the Office field, a scale was developed of

Office jobs ranked according to the average beginning salary

paid these jobs. This scale served as a model for facilitat-

ing the detection Of any sequence Of jobs that followed some

orderly development. Attention was focused on mobility and

certain aspects Of success as related to job changes within

and in and out of the Office field over the six-year period

June, 1956 to June, 1962.

Sample background data, initial employment (employ-

ment before graduation from high school), and employment

after graduation were analyzed in terms of numerical and

percentage comparisons, Chi-square analysis, and corre-

lation. Statistical significance was set at the .05 level
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Of confidence. Computations were not carried beyond the

second decimal point and in many cases only whole numbers

were reported to facilitate interpretation.

Limitations of the study.--This study was limited to

graduates of the Class of 1956 from the three public and two

parochial schOOls in Lansing, Michigan. These five schools

constituted the total number of high schOOls in Lansing in

1956.

The study was concerned solely with the amount and

type of vocational Office training Obtained by the graduates

in the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades. Other curricula were

considered only incidentally in computing grade point aver-

ages and in classifying combinations of vocational office

training and some other course of study. The study was not

concerned with the instructional methods employed in teach-

ing vocational office subjects and related activities in the

public and parochial schools of Lansing, Michigan.

Only those graduates who entered the Office field

within Six months after graduation and who Obtained no addi-

tional training other than what might have been provided by

an employer within the business concern. The period of time

under study was limited to a span of six years or from June,

1956 to June, 1962. Thus, ample time was provided for the

graduates in the study to develop the beginning years of a

career patten yet not be so far removed from school days that

they could still answer significant questions for the study.
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Summary of Findings

By examination of sample background data related to

the sample, initial employment, and employment after gradu-

ation of the one hundred twenty-Six female high school gradu-

ates, the following summary statements were made in light of

the five sub-problemSposed earlier:

Sub-problem one.--What effect does the amount and type

of vocational Office training have on entering and ending

jobs of the graduates?

1. Entering job level.--Graduates in the four Groups

were compared as to their job level upon entering the labor

market in the Office field. A Chi-square analysis suggested

a statistically significant difference between the four

Groups. Seven or 22 per cent of Group I, eight or 20 per

cent of Group II, and two or 6 per cent Of Group III entered

the office field at high level jobs. There were no gradu-

ates in Group IV who entered the Office field in high level

jobs. This suggests that the more vocational Office train-

ing given students in high school, the more apt they are to

enter the office field in high level jobs.

2. Ending job level.--Graduates in the four Groups

were compared as to their ending job level. A Chi-square

analysis suggested a statistically significant difference

between the four Groups. Thirteen or 56 per cent of Group I,

twenty-six or 65 per cent of Group II, eight or 24 per cent

of Group III, and four or 13 per cent of Group IV held
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ending high level jobs. This suggests that the more voca-

tional Office training given students in high school, the

more apt they are to hold ending high level jobs.

3. Entering job level of the graduates who Special-

ized in secretarial training.--Of the one hundred twenty-six

graduates in the sample, eighty-nine or 76 per cent Special-

ized in secretarial training. All of the twenty-three gradu-

ates in Group I, thirty-five or 88 per cent of Group II,

twenty or 66 per cent Of Group III, and eleven or 37 per cent

of Group IV received secretarial training. The graduates who

Specialized in secretarial training in the four Groups were

compared as to their entering job level. A Chi-square

analysis did not suggest any significant difference between

the four Groups. Seven or 30 per cent of Group 1, six or 17

per cent of Group II, and two or 10 per cent of Group III of

the graduates who Specialized in secretarial training entered

the Office field in high level jobs. NO graduates who

Specialized in secretarial training in Group IV entered high

level jobs. This suggests that the amount of secretarial

training given high school students does not significantly

affect their entering job level.

4. Ending job level of the graduates who specialized

in secretarial training.--Graduates who Specialized in

secretarial training in the four Groups were compared as to

their ending job level. A Chi-square analysis suggested a

statistically significant difference between the four Groups.

Thirteen or 56 per cent Of Group I, twenty-one or 60 per cent
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of Group II, and one or 5 per cent of Group III attained

ending high level jobs. No graduates in Group IV who

Specialized in secretarial training held ending high level

jobs. This suggests that the more secretarial training

given students in high school, the more apt they are to hold

ending high level jobs.

5. Graduates who entered stenographic jobs who

Specialized in secretarial training.--Graduates who special-

ized in secretarial training would normally be expected to

enter stenographic jobs. Was this so? A Chi-square analysis

suggested a statistically significant difference between the

four Groups. Eighteen or 78 per cent of Group I, eleven or

31 per cent of Group II, and seven or 35 per cent of Group

III entered stenographic jobs. NO graduates who Specialized

in secretarial training in Group IV entered stenographic

jobs. This suggests that the more secretarial training

given high school students, the more apt they are to enter

stenographic jobs.

6. Graduates who held ending stenographic jobs who

Specialized in secretarial training.--The graduates who

Specialized in secretarial training in the four Groups were

compared to see if any differences existed in relation to

those who entered stenographic jobs. A Chi-square analysis

suggested a statistically significant difference between

the four Groups. Fifteen or 65 per cent in Group I, fifteen

or 57 per cent of Group II, five or 25 per cent of Group III,

and one or 9 per cent of Group IV held ending stenographic)
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jobs. This suggests that the more secretarial training

given high school graduates, the more apt they are to hold

ending stenographic jobs.

7. Were there any significant differences between

those who Specialized in general clerical and bookkeeping

training?--All of the twenty-three graduates in Group I

Specialized in secretarial training. However, there were

five out of the forty in Group II, thirteen out of the thirty-

three in Group III, and eight out Of the thirty in Group IV

who Specialized in general clerical and bookkeeping training.

Of the twenty-Six graduates who Specialized in general

clerical and bookkeeping training in the three Groups, only

two graduates from Group II had high level beginning jobs.

The overwhelming majority entered the office field as low

level general clerks, business machine operators, or long

distance telephone operators.

In relation to ending jobs, those who Specialized in

general clerical and bookkeeping training remained in the

general clerk, business machines, and telephone company

classifications. However, when the three Groups were com-

pared as tO ending job level, a Chi-square analysis suggested

a significant difference between the three Groups. Five out

of five or 100 per cent in Group II, seven out of thirteen or

54 per cent in Group III, and two out of eight or 25 per cent

of Group IV reached high level ending jobs. This suggests

that the a:z:::::f general clerical and bookkeeping training

given high school students, the more apt they are to hold
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ending high level jobs.

8. What happened to the graduates who entered the

Office field with no vocational Office training?-—Of the

eleven graduates in Group IV who had no vocational Office

training, six or 55 per cent had taken the college preparatory

course of study, three or 27 per cent had taken the retailing

course of study, and two or 18 per cent had taken the general

academic course of study.

Of those who took the college preparatory course Of

study, four out of the six entered the office field and re-

mained at the low level general clerk classification. Of the

two remaining graduates, both entered the labor market as

long distance telephone operators; one advancing to a high

level senior Operator job.

All three Of those who took the retailing course of

study entered the labor market as long distance telephone

operators, one advancing to a high level service representative

job. The other two graduates left the telephone company, one

to become a file clerk and the other to leave the Office

field and become a waitress. Of the two graduates who took

the general academic course, both entered the Office field

as low level general clerks and remained at that level.

Therefore, this suggests that graduates who enter the office

field with no vocational Office training enter and

characteristically remain on low level jobs during the first

six years after graduation.
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Sub:problem two.--What effect does the amount and type
 

of vocational office training have on job satisfaction viz.,

which graduates felt prepared for work after graduation and

which graduates liked their first job?

1. Like or disliked first job.--The four Groups were

compared as to the number who liked their first job. A Chi-

square test did not suggest any significant difference between

the Groups. However, Group I tended to like the intrinsic

characteristics Of the job and not particularly dislike any-

thing. Group IV, on the other hand, tended to like and dis-

like the following factors: human relations, wages, other

economic factors, hours, supervision, and the total work

environment.

2. Number who felt prepared for work.--The four

Groups were compared as to the number who felt prepared for

work after graduation. A Chi-square test suggested a signif-

icant difference between the Groups. All the graduates in

Group I felt prepared for work. There were thirty-seven or

93 per cent in Group II, twenty-six or 79 per cent in Group

III, and twenty or 67 per cent of Group IV who felt prepared

for work after graduation.

There was a Significant difference between those who

felt prepared for work after graduation in the four Groups

in relation to their reasons for feeling prepared. Those

graduates in Groups with more vocational office training

felt prepared because of their vocational Office training

or a combination Of vocational Office training and general

education. Those graduates in Groups with less vocational
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office training felt prepared for work after graduation be-

cause Of their general education or by virtue of having a

high school diploma.

Further analysis was conducted in relation to those

who did-not feel prepared for work after graduation in order

to determine the reasons for feeling this way. Seventeen out

of the twenty who did not feel prepared or 85 per cent stated

that they needed more vocational Office training. Seventeen

or 85 per cent of the twenty who did not feel preparedfor

work after graduation were in the two Groups with the lowest

number of vocational Office courses. Therefore, this suggests

that the more vocational Office training given high school

students, the more apt they are to feel prepared for work

after graduation. Of equal importance, those who did not

feel prepared for work after graduation, stated the lack Of

vocational Office training as the primary reason for not

feeling prepared.

3. What course of study would the graduates take if

they were to return to high school.--Perhaps the best test of

what effect Of the amount and type of vocational Office train-

ing has on job satisfaction is what course of study the grad-

uates would take if they were to return to high school. An

overwhelming majority stated that they would take vocational

Office training. Ninety-six per cent of Group I, 82 per

cent of Group II, 88 per cent of Group III, and 73 per cent

Of Group IV stated that they would take the vocational Office

course of study if they were to return to high school. This
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constituted 84 per cent of the one hundred twenty-six female

graduates.

Sub-problem three.--What effect does the amount and
 

type of vocational Office training have on the beginning

career patterns of the graduates viz., are there distinct be-

ginning career patterns developed by the graduates?

Distinct beginning career patterns were develOped by

the graduates in the four Groups. A career pattern model was

used in this study to systematically observe the labor market

behavior Of female high school graduates who entered the

Office field without additional formal training. Consequently,

the effects of the amount and type Of vocational Office

training were manifested in distinct beginning career patterns

for the four Groups over the six-year period studied.

The actual beginning career patterns are presented

later in this chapter. However, in order to help clarify a

host of variables related to the beginning career patterns of

the graduates in this sample, a picture of the typical gradu-

ate was found to be useful. The typical graduate in this

sample was described as follows: she came from a lower-

middle class home; her father had 9.19 years of schooling and

her mother 10.7; She took 5.57 vocational courses and tended

to Specialize in the secretarial course of study; she

achieved an overall grade point average at graduation of 2.31

based on a four point system; she was an average student.

Before graduation, She worked 11.82 months in initial jobs.
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She worked forty hours per week and her first salary

was $48.63 a week and her last salary was $68.39. She worked

a total Of 48.63 months out Of a possible 72 months and 47.17

months Of this time was in the Office field; she did not work

all of the 72 months because of her marriage and/or child-

bearing; she held l.79 jobs with different employers and 2.27

jobs, including jobs with the same employer; she worked only

.16 months on jobs outside the Lansing labor market.

She liked most of her jobs and attributes this to her

vocational office training. She feels as though she has an

understanding of how to meet and work with people and she

again attributes this to vocational Office training received

in high school. This is not surprising since her educational

goal in high school was to finish and assume her vocational

goal which was to work in the Office field.

At the end of the six-year period after graduation

she is married. She and her husband belong to 2.5 organiza-

tions; church and some organization connected with her or

her husband's work. She has moved her residence 2.96 times

during the Six years and is now unemployed and well estab-

lished as a homemaker. However, according to most experts,

she will return to the labor market at various intervals

during her adult life.

Subsproblem four.--Can distinct career patterns be

plotted or disconcerned?

The beginning career patterns of the one hundred

twenty-six female high school graduates who entered the labor
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market in the Office field are summarized as follows:

Stable beginning career pattern-~The sequence in this

type of beginning career pattern is one Of entering the labor

market in the Office field in low or high level jobs and

ultimately experiencing upward mobility in somewhat related

jobs. She may take occasional time out for marriage and/or

childbearing. If she started in the high level jobs she is

still considered in this pattern Since upward mobility is

more difficult at this level. For example, a private secre-

tary has difficulty in moving much further in six years al-

though she might increase her responsibilities within this

classification.

Dead-end beginning career pattern.--The sequence in

this type of beginning career pattern is one of entering the

labor market in the Office field at the low level jobs and re-

maining on that same level or experiencing mobility in a down—

ward direction. She may take occasional time out for

marriage and/or childbearing.

Unstable beginning career pattern.—-The sequence in

this type of beginning career pattern is one of entering the

labor market in the Office field at the low or high level

jobs and experiencing a succession of unrelated jobs and

perhaps leaving the office field for employment in some

other occupation.

Temporary worker beginning career pattern.--The se-

quence in this type Of beginning career pattern is One Of
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entering the labor market in the Office field at the low or

high level jobs and leaving the labor market completely for

the remainder of the six-year period within one year after

graduation.

The four Groups were compared as to the number who

experienced the different beginning career patterns. A Chi-

square analysis suggested a significant difference. The

stable beginning career pattern was characteristic of Groups

I and II. Seventy-four per cent of Group I and 78 per cent

of Group II experienced this pattern. The dead-end begin-

ning career pattern was characteristic of Groups III and IV.

Fifty-two per cent of Group II and 57 per cent of Group IV

experienced this pattern.

The unstable beginning career pattern was more

characteristic Of Groups III and IV. Eighteen per cent of

Group III and 27 per cent Of Group IV experienced this

pattern while only 4 per cent of Group I and 10 per cent of

Group II were identified as experiencing this pattern. The

temporary worker beginning career pattern was not important

in that only 4 per cent Of Group I and 3 per cent Of Group

III experienced this pattern.

Subeproblem five.--What variables other than the

amount and type of vocational Office training seemed to be

influencing the beginning career patterns of the graduates,

e.g., the amount and type of initial work experience before

graduation and the educational and vocational plans of the

graduates as given in their high school records?
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Many variables other than the amount and type of vo-

cational Office training were investigated and subsequently

eliminated as influences on the beginning career patterns

of the graduates in the four Groups. The findings related to

these variables are presented below.

1. Age at graduation.--Ninety per cent of the gradu-

ates reached their eighteenth Or nineteenth birthday during

1956, the year of graduation. Therefore, the overwhelming

majority of the graduates were not affected by Child Labor

Laws.

2: Graduate's sociO-economic level.--A Chi-square

analysis did not suggest any significant differences between

the four Groups as to sociO-economic level. The largest

concentration was found in the lower-middle class. This

group accounted for 66 per cent Of the one hundred twenty-

six graduates.

3. Grade point average at graduation.--A Chi-square

analysis did not suggest any significant difference between

the four Groups as to the grade point averages at graduation.

Eighty-one per cent Of the one hundred twenty-six graduates

were found to be in the good and average or "B" and "C"

categories. The overall grade point average-was found to be

2.31 on a four point system.

4. Number of months in the labor market.--A Chi-square

analysis did not suggest any significant difference between

the four Groups as to the number of months in the labor
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market. The average graduate worked 48.63 months out of a

possible seventy-two months and 47.17 months of this time

was in the Office field.

5. Employment status at the end of the Six-year

period under study.--There were no differences between the

four Groups in relatiOn to their employment status at the end

of the six-year period. Approximately half of the graduates

were employed and the other half were housekeeping. Thir-

teen per cent were employed full-time but not married, 24 per

cent were employed full-time but married, 8 per cent were

employed part-time and housekeeping, and 2 per cent from

Groups III and IV were unemployed seeking work.

6. High schools attended by graduates.--A Chi-square

analysis suggested a significant difference between the four

Groups in relation to the high schools they attended.

Further investigation, however, showed the following two re-

lationships: (1) there was no significant difference between

Groups I and II and Groups III and IV as to high schbol at-

tended, and (2) there were no significant differences between

the grade point averages and high schools attended, and

sociO-economic level and high schools attended. Therefore,

high schools attended was disregarded as an influence on the

beginning career patterns Of the graduates in the four Groups.

7. Miscellaneous background variables.--There were

no differences upon inSpection of the data related to the

four Groups as to the number of siblings in family, parental
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or guardian relationships, days absent, or extra-curricular

activities while attending high school.

Some variables other than the amount and type of vo-

cational Office training were investigated and subsequently

found to have had a possible influence on the beginning

career patterns of the graduates in the four Groups. The

findings related to these variables are presented below.

1. Amount and type Of initial work experience.--

Eleven Or 48 per cent of Group I, twenty-five or 62 per cent

of Group II, nine or 27 per cent of Group III, and one or 3

per cent of Group IV participated in the Office cooperative

program during their senior year in high school. A Chi-

square analysis suggested a significant difference between

the four Groups. Therefore, cooperative office training may

have influenced the beginning career patterns Of the gradu-

ates in the four Groups.

The four Groups were further compared on initial

office experience by pooling those who had participated in

the Office cooperative program with those who had obtained

other initial Office jobs. A Chi-square analysis suggested

a significant difference between the Groups. Thirteen or

56 per cent Of Group I, twenty-nine or 72 per cent of Group

II, fourteen or 42 per cent of Group III, and six or 20 per

cent Of Group IV had some initial Office experience. There-

fore, initial Office experience may have influenced the be-

ginning career patterns Of the graduates in the four

Groups.
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All initial work experience was combined to determine

if the four Groups differed as to the number who had some

work experience. A Chi-square analysis suggested, once again,

a significant difference between the Groups. Eighty-one per

cent of the one hundred twenty-six graduates had some

initial work experience. Yet, a greater proportion of those

in the Groups with more vocational office training had

initial work experience. Therefore, office COOperative

training, other initial office experience, and all initial

work experience combined was demonstrated to be a possible

influence on the beginning career patterns of the graduates

in the four Groups.

2. Educational plans after graduation.--Examination

of the School records showed that those with more vocational

office training had more realistic educational plans in re-

lation to their labor market behavior after graduation. For

example, 65 per cent of Group I desired only to finish high

school, 30 per cent of Group IV planned to attend college, and

40 per cent of Group IV stated no educational plans. Of

course, all went to work in the office field within six

months after graduation.

3. Vocational plans after graduation.--Examination

of the school records showed that those with more vocational

Office training had more realistic vocational plans in re-

lation to their behavior after graduation. For example, 87

per cent of Group I and only 13 per cent Of Group IV planned

to enter the office field. Forty-three per cent of Group
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IV did not state any plans.

Conclusions

By an analysis of the data and of the summary state-

ments, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. There was a statistically significant difference

between the four Groups in their labor market behavior after

graduation, viz., those with more vocational Office training

felt prepared for work, obtained high level entering and end-

ing jobs in the Office field, and were identified as having

experienced stable beginning career patterns. Consequently,

those graduates with more vocational Office training were

able to avoid the dead-end and unstable beginning career

patterns characteristic of those graduates with less voca-

tional Office training.

2. There is no substitute for high school vocational

Office training when entering the Office field after gradua-

tion without additional formal training. The overwhelming

majority of the graduates in this study stated that if they

were to return to high school, they would take vocational

office training. ’

3. The findings in this study indicate that vocational

Office training Obtained in high school is a major determinant

Of beginning career patterns for female high school graduates

who enter the Office field without additional training. There-

fore, professional educators, knowing the amount Of vocational

Office training or preparation, can make meaningful state-

ments concerning the type of beginning career pattern which
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a given graduate would normally be expected to experience

upon entering the labor market.

4. The four beginning career patterns which emerged

from the analysis of the labor market behavior of the grad-

uates in this sample, viz., stable, dead-end, unstable and

temporary worker, add significantly to previous findings

about beginning career development of the office worker.

Instead of references being made to particular types of jobs,

job duties, mobility patterns, etc., in the analysis and

prediction of career development, the conceptual scheme

presented in this study lends itself to the interpretation

of labor market behavior in the Office field which summarizes

the interrelationships of these variables.

Recommendations

In the light of the data presented, the summary

statements, conclusions, and additional impressions gained

in personal interviews, the following recommendations were

made:

1. High school counselors Should be provided with

information pertaining to the frustrations apparent in the

beginning career patterns of high school females who enter

the labor market in the Office field after graduation without

additional training. Those students who manifested interests

and aptitudes commensurate with entry into the Office field

Should be identified in their early high school years. In

this way the counselors can help these youths to select the
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right amount and type of vocational Office training and

activities that can be of real value to them in their begin-

ning career patterns.

2. Beginning career pattern studies on this type of

female population should be carried on with each successive

class in an effort to determine the strengths and weaknesses

Of the graduates out on the job and to relate, insofar as

possible, these strengths and weaknesses to the training

being received. This is more apparent each year with rapid

changes taking place in instructional methods, the duties

required on-the-job, and the changing role of the female in

the office field with a high school education in our society.

3. The type Of Specialization that is chosen by the

high schoolstudent in preparing for Office employment Should

be weighed against the time available to develop this

Specialty into job skills and attitudes which will be mean-

ingful to the graduates in the labor market. For example,

below six semester courses Of training was found to be in-

effective in allowing the graduates who specialized in

secretarial course Of study to attain stenographic jobs.

4. The large number of graduates who will probably

enter the Office field after graduation without additional

training warrants the continuation Of vocational Office

training at the high school level.
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Suggested Further Study

The prediction of beginning career patterns in the

office field, as well as other fields, is limited by incom-

plete knowledge of determinants. This need for identifying

determinants can be met by using the career pattern model

to investigate determinants other than the amount and type

of vocational Office training. For example, what beginning

career patterns are discerned when all graduates have the

same amount and type of vocational education, yet differ as

to measured intelligence level?
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.APFEHWDIXLIX

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY EAST LANSING

 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Michigan State university, in cooperation with the Lansing Public

Schools, is conducting a work-history study. We are attempting to

find out what you have been doing since leaving school. Your class

was selected to participate in this study because we felt that you

have been out of school long enough to accumulate work experience yet

still be able to remember clearly what happened.

We are counting on you: Please take a few minutes to answer this

questionnaire. Enclose it in the envelope provided and mail it now.

This study is confidential. Your name will not be used.

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan vocational Education Evaluation Project
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LANSING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' WORK'HISTORY STUDY

Please fill in name and address if different from front page.

Name Phone

Address

Street City State

Please check present employment status:

Employed Housewife (no outside job)

Unemployed. seeking work Housewife (also full-time paying job)

Unemployed (ill. student. etc.) Housewife (also part-time job)

If employed or seeking employment. how did you find your present job or your last job?
 

 

 

Briefly describe this job

 

 

What is the total number of jobs you have held since leaving school? full-time jobs; part-time jobs.

Please fill in the approximate amount of time employed and/or unemployed since leaving school:

Employed full-time months Unemployed. seeking work months

Employed part-time months Unemployed (ill, student. etc.) months

Housewife months

How soon after leaving school did you find work? months

How did you find it? Explain briefly.
 

 

Briefly describe what type of work you found.
 

 

2Have you ever worked outside of the Lansing area? Yes 0

If ”yes. " where did you work. at what kind of a job?

 

Why did you seek work there?

 

If you have attended or are attending any of the following since leaving high school. check the proper school and

fill in the year you started and number of months attended:

   

  

  

  

  

(Check)

(Check) School Year started Number of months Full-time Part-time

Business college 19__

Technical school 19—

Company training program 19—

Adult education classes or night school 19_____

College 19__
  

Briefly describe the courses or training.
 

 

 

List degrees, diplomas or certificates received if any.
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If you have taken or are taking further education or training. check the main reason:

To get ahead in my present job To prepare for a different kind of job

For personal enjoyment and satisfaction To learn how to repair or do things around the house

Other
 

Do you feel this training or schooling has helped you in your employment? Yes No

How?

 

 

Name the kind of work you want to "settle down in. "

When you "settle down, " where do you expect to make your home? (Check one)

 

Undecided In Michigan but not in Lansing

In Lansing Outside Michigan; Where?

Why?

 

 

I In looking back at your high school courses have any directly helped you in your employment? Yes No

Which courses and in what way?

 

 

Are there any courses you would have liked to have had but either could not take or they were not offered? Yes

No Which courses and why?

 

 

Marital status:

Single Separated Number of children

Married Divorced

. Military service: Yes No . If ”yes. " give dates of duty: from 19_ to 19_
 

 

Did you get any special training or schooling while in service? Yes No

If "yes. " briefly describe.
 

 

 

Do you feel this training has helped you in your civilian employment? Yes No

' Please use the space below for comments which may be of value to future students entering the labor market.
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APPENDIX B

LilCIiICLAbJ STVVTE IJDLPVEIKSFTY'smnumnmNG

 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Michigan State university, in cooperation with the Lansing Public

Schools, is conducting a work-history study. we are attempting to

find out what you have been doing since leaving school. YOur class

was selected to participate in this study because we felt that you

have been out of school long enough to accumulate work experience yet

still be able to remember clearly what happened.

we are counting on youl Your work experiences are important to us

and to the community. Please take a few minutes to answer this question-

naire. Enclose it in the envelope provided and mail it now.

 

 

This study is confidential. YOur name will not be used.

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan Vbcational Education Evaluation Project
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LANSING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' WORK-HISTORY STUDY

Please fill in name and address if different from front page.

Name Phone

Address

Street City State

Please check present employment status:

Employed Housewife (no outside job)

Unemployed, seeking work Housewife (also full-time paying job)

Unemployed (ill. student. etc.) Housewife (also part-time job)

If employed. briefly describe your present job.
 

 

 

If unemployed, briefly describe your last job.
 

 

 

How did you find your present or last job?

 

What is the total number of jobs you have held since leaving school? full-time jobs; part-time jobs

Please fill in the approximate amount of time employed and/or unemployed since leaving school:

Employed full-time months Unemployed. seeking work months

Employed part-time months Unemployed(ill. student. etc.) months

Housewife months

How soon after leaving school did you find work? months

How did you find it? Explain briefly.

 

Briefly describe what type of work you found.
 

 

Have you ever worked outside of the Lansing area? Yes No

If "yes. where did you work. at what kind of a job?

 

Why did you seek work there?

If you have attended or are attending any of the following since leaving high school. check the proper school and

 

 

 

 

 

 

fill in the year you started and number of months attended: (Check)

(Check) School Year started Number of months Full-time Part-rim;

None

Business college 19_ #_

Technical school 19_ __

Company training program 19_ 4

Adult education classes or night school 19_ 4_

College 19_ __

Other 19_
  

Briefly describe the courses or training.

List degrees. diplomas or certificates received if any.
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If you have taken or are taking further education or training, check the main reason:

 

To get ahead in my present job To prepare for a different kind of job

For personal enjoyment and satisfaction To learn how to repair or do things around the house

Other

Do you feel this training or schooling has helped you in your employment? Yes No

How?

 

Name the kind of work you want to "settle down in. "

When you "settle down. " where do you expect to make your home? (Check one)

 

 

 

Undecided In Michigan but not in Lansing

In Lansing Outside Michigan; Where?

Why?

In looking back at your high school courses have any directly helped you in your employment? Yes No
 

Which courses and in what way?

 

 

Are there any courses you would have liked to have had but either could not take or they were not offered? Yes

No Which courses and why?

 

 

Marital status:

 

Single Separated Number of children

Married Divorced

Military service: Yes No . Active Duty: from 19_ to 19_

Reserve Duty: from 19_ to 19_

National Guard: from 19 to 19_

Did you get any special training or schooling while in service? Yes No
 

If "yes. " briefly describe.
 

 

Do you feel this training has helped you in your civilian employment? Yes No

Please use the space below for comments which may be of value to future students entering the labor market.

(Use other side. if needed)
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.APFUHWDIX.C3

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY EAST msmo

 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Michigan State university, in cooperation with the Lansing Public*

Schools, is conducting a work-history study. we are attempting to

find out what you have been doing since leaving school. YOur class

was selected to participate in this study because we felt that you

have been out of school long enough to accumulate work experience yet

still be able to remember clearly what happened.

we are counting on you: YOur work experiences are important to us

and to the community. Please take a few minutes to answer this question-

naire. Enclose it in the envelope provided and mail it now.

 

 

This study is confidential. Your name will not be used.

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan Vbcational Education Evaluation Project

*Questionnaire sent to parochial school graduates was

changed to read "Lansing Public and Catholic High

Schools."
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LANSING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' WORK-HISTORY STUDY

Please fill in name and address if different from front page.

Name Phone

Address

Street City State

Please check present employment status:

Employed Housewife (no outside job)

Unemployed. seeking work Housewife (also full-time paying job)

Unemployed (ill. student. etc.) Housewife (also part-time job)

If employed. briefly describe your present job.
 

 

 

If unemployed. briefly describe your last job.
 

 

 

How did you find your present or last job?

 

What is the total number of jobs you have held since leaving school? full-time jobs; part-time jobs

Please fill in the approximate amount of time employed and/or unemployed since leaving school:

Employed full-time months Unemployed. seeking work months

Employed part-time months Unemployed (ill. student. etc.) months

Housewife months

How soon after leaving school did you find work? months

How did you find it? Explain briefly.
 

 

Briefly describe what type of work you found.
 

 

Have you ever worked outside of the Lansing area? Yes No

If "yes. " where did you work. at what kind of a job?
 

 

Why did you seek work there?

 

If you have attended or are attending any of the following since leaving high school. check the proper school and

 

 

 

 

 

 

fill in the year you started and number of months attended: (Check)

(Check) School Year started Number of months Full-time Part-thy;

None

Business college 19_

Technical school 19_ __

Company training program 19_ #_

Adult education classes or night school 19_ #_

College 19_ _4

Other 19
  

Briefly describe the courses or training.

List degrees. diplomas or certificates received if any.

I l
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If you have taken or are taking further education or training. check the main reason:

 

To get ahead in my present job To prepare for a different kind of job

For personal enjoyment and satisfaction To learn how to repair or do things around the house

Other

Do you feel this training or schooling has helped you in your employment? Yes No

How?
 

 

Name the kind of work you want to "settle down in. "

When you "settle down, " where do you expect to make your home? (Check one)

 

 

 

 

Undecided In Michigan but not in Lansing

In Lansing Outside Michigan; Where?

Why?

In looking back at your high school courses have any directly helped you in your employment? Yes No
 

Which courses and in what way?

 

 

Are there any courses you would have liked to have had but either could not take or they were not offered? Yes

No Which courses and why?

 

 

Marital status:

 

 

Single Separated Number of children

Married Divorced

Military service: Yes No . Active Duty: from 19_ to 19

Reserve Duty: from 19 to 19_

National Guard: from 19 to 19_—

Did you get any special training or schooling while in service? Yes No
 

If "yes. " briefly describe.
 

 

Do you feel this training has helped you in your civilian employment? Yes No

Please use the space below for comments which may be of value to future students entering the labor market.

(Use other side. if needed)



A QCK?
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APPENDIX D

FOLLOW-UP CARD

JUST A REMINDERIII

A few days ago you received an important

questionnaire entitled "Lansing High School Stu-

dents' Work-History Study," which you were

asked to fill out and return to us.

We need your help in this study. If you

have already returned yours, pIease accept our

thanks. If you have not, won't you take a few

minutes to complete the questionnaire so that

we may be sure of a 100 per cent return?

Thank you for your assistance.

/s/ LAWRENCE BOROSAGE

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan Vocational Education Evaluation Project
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APPENDIX E

LIICIiICLAPJ STUKTWE UWQIVTERSITVY mumtammm:

 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

May 15, 1962

.23 NEED YOUR HELP::
 

About a week ago you received a questionnaire entitled, "Lansing High

School Students' Work History Study," which you were asked to fill out

and return to us. You have probably also received a postal card reminding

you to send in the questionnaire.

If you have already mailed the questionnaire, accept our "Thank you" for

assisting in this worthy effort.

we want to know what REALLY happened to YOU after you left school. You

are the only one who can give us the TRUE FACTS of the matter. we

are interested in your comments whether you:

1. Graduated from school or never took a course.

2. Failed every course or got all A's.

3. Had a happy work experience after school or are "fighting

angry" at everybody.

All we ask is that you complete the questions and send it back. Please

do it RIGHT now: YOUR ANSWER IS IMPORTANT!

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan Vbcational Education Evaluation Project

18:.”
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APPENDIX F

IdlCIiIGJUN STUYTE IINTVUERSITY'sManmmm

 

COLLEGE OP EDUCATION

PLEASE - YOUR ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANTIII

About three weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire about your work history

since leaving high school.

Many of you have already answered. we have not heard from some of you.

It is important that we hear from.ALL of you.

REMEMBER:

1. This study is completely CONFIDENTIAL.

2. Your answer is important if the results are to show the TRUE facts.

3. This is a PRACTICAL STUDY being made in order to help the job

situation.

h. we are asking for something more important than MONEY can buy.

We need your EXPERIENCE AND OPINIONS.

PLEASE answer your questionnaire and mail it today. I shall personally

appreciate your help in this worthy effort.

Thank you,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan Vocational Education Evaluation Project

LB:jj
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.APPHHWDIX.(3

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY EAST LANSING

 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

August 13, 1962

A few weeks ago you were mailed a form which is very important to all

vocational education in Michigan: The questionnaire and follow—up

letters explained the fact that this is part of the state—wide Michigan

Vocational Education Evaluation Project.

While the response has been quite gratifying, I would like to include

your response together with the others in the final tabulation.

We must hear from as many of you as possible. We are asking you to do

this, because YOU are the only one who can give the information we

are asking for. This is your chance to speak your mihd and also be

of service as a responsible citizen.

Your answers are important whether you graduated in 1956 or quit

before graduation, whether you went to a parochical or public school,

whether you went to work immediately or took further schooling or went

into the army, whether you became a housewife or a career girl.

If your return is already in the mail, accept our gratitude. Should

the previous form have been lost or mislaid an additional c0py has been

enclosed.

PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS FORM IN THE ENCLOSED STAMPED ENVELOPE

TODAY! The'Michigan Vocational Education Evaluation Project is depending

upon you. A few minutes of your time now TO COMPLETE THIS FORM may be

worth many dollars to future students, tax payers, industry, and the

whole State of Michigan.

Don't be a slacker} DO YOUR BIT NOW! PLEASE HELP.

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan Vocational Education Evaluation Project

Lszj
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APPENDIX H

YOUR ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANT

This is the FINAL attempt to get the in-

formation we need to make this job-study a success.

Your cooperation is important. Complete the

questionnaire TODAY and return it in the postage-

free envelope provided.
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APPENDIX I

hdICIiICLAPJ STUKTWZ LHNIVTLRSITPY sunrANmNc

 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation in completing the Lansing

High School Students’ Work-History Study Questionnaire.

It might interest you to know that we sent out about 1,200 questionnaires

and have received over 800 from different states and even from some foreign

countries. Some questionnaires are still coming in. We have assigned each

questionnaire a number and have already coded them on IBM cards to insure

that your answers are strictly confidential. This fall and winter we shall

be processing and studying the material which you so thoughtfully provided.

If you happen to know any of your former classmates who have received a

questionnaire and have not answered it, please urge them to complete and

return it immediately. It is not too late.

We hope that your replies will provide us with some of the answers to

the questions that have been plaguing us.

Thank you again. Your response has been gratifying and I personally

appreciate your help.

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence Borosage, Director

Michigan VOcational Education Evaluation Project

18:33



1.

2.

3.

4.

9.

10.

11.

12.

l3.

14.

15.

Ihat was the Job?

Ihat did you do? (Job Description)

150 APPENDIX J

CODE NUMBER

PART I WWI-HISTORY AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

let's review your lst. 2nd, 3rd. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th.Job. (Circle)

 

(Job‘iitle)

 

Did you supervise any people? Yes No Number Supervised
  

”0 NQE‘USB cussrlous 5-8 non ADDITIONAL JOBS WITHIN SAME COMPANY

For when did you work?
 

ilhne of Cbnpany)

##(Product or Service) .

fizéityj i§tate)

what does this company do?

 

where is this company located?

How long were you with this company?

How did you get this Job?

About how much was your starting pay?
 

per

irate; an,, Ik., Mb.. etc.)

how many hours a week did you work on the average?
 

How long were you on this Job?

 

About how nuch was our endi (or resent) pay? ‘ per‘y as p
(—yth ”(81'r W ’ m.,et0e)

 

Did you like this Job? Yes no

a. (If Yes) What did you particularly like about it?
 

 

(1) was there anything you disliked about it?

 

b. (If Re) What did you particularly dislike about it?

 

(1) Was there anything you liked about it?
 

 

was this the only Job you held with this company?

a. Yes

(15 Why did you leave?
 

(2) lbw long were you unemployed between Jobs?__

b. No
 

GO TO NEXT JOB SHEET
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NAME CODE NUMBER
 

PART II RELATED INFORMWTION

1. Did your husband (wife) also go to school in Lansing? Yes No

a. (If No) Where?

 

(City) (State)

2. How far did your husband (wife) go in school? (Circle proper category)

1. Less-than 8 years 5. 1 or 2 years bus. school past high school

2. 8 years - grammar school 6. 13-15 years (some college)

3. 9-ll years 7. 16 years - college (B.S., or equivalent)

4. 12 years - high school 8. Over 16 years (M.S., Ph.D., etc.)

3. Does your husband (wife) work? Yes No
 

a. (If Yes) What does he (she) do?

 

 

 

b. How long has he (she) been working since you were married?
 

4. Do you belong to any community organizations such as clubs, lodges, church,

or union? Yes No
 

a. (If Yes) complete below

Name of Organization How frequently do you go? Have you been

an officer?

1.
 

2.
 

3.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.

 

11.

  12. L 



9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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How many times have you moved since leaving high school?
 

Do you own or rent your home?

Number of legal dependents?
 

(As noted on income tax return)

What kind of work did your father do when you were in high school?
 

 

Did your mother work when you were in high school? Yes No

Do you feel that high school prepared you for getting work? Yes No

a. Why do you feel this way?

 

 

 

 

Did you feel after graduation that you had an understanding of how to meet

and work with people? Yes No
  

a. Why do you feel this way?

 

 

Are there any other Jobs you would rather have than the one you now have?

Yes No
 
 

a. Why do you feel this way?
 

 

 

 

b. .Are there any possibilities of you getting this Job? Yes ' 2No

If you had an opportunity to go to high school again, and assuming that the

school taught all kinds of courses, what sort of courses would you take?

 

 

a. Why would you take these courses?
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14. You have probably read that the Government is considering offering retraining

programs in which people would receive training for other types of work and

a minimum allowance for living costs. If you had a chance to qualify for

such a program, would you take the training? Yes No

a. (If Yes) What kind of training would you like to take?

b. Why would you want this type of training?

15. Did you work when you went to school? Yes_____ No

a. (If Yes) What kind of work did you do?

Check Approximate

if Length of

Co-op Job Title Name of Company <fi Employment

1. F

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.    
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APPENDIX L

College Preparatory and Academic Courses

 

108 Grade

ENGLISH 3 Cafeteria

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 1 Clothing 1

Algebra 1 or 3 Foods 1

Geometry 1 Drafting 1

Industrial Mathematics 1 Printing 1

Latin 1 or 3 Woodworking 1

French 1 General Mechanics 1

Spanish 1 Driver Education

Biology 1 Music

World History 1 Business Mathematics

Art 1 (Drawing & Painting) Business Organization

Personal & Social Problems 1 Merchandising

 

 

10A Grade

ENGLISH 4 Art 2 (Commercial)

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 2 Personal & Social Problems 2

Algebra 2 Clothing 2-

Geometry 2 Foods 2

Industrial Mathematics 2 Drafting 2

Latin 2 or 4 Printing 2

French 2 Woodworking 2

Spanish 2 General Mechanics 2

Biology 2 Music

World History 2 Commercial Geography

Speech Typing 1

Debate Salesmanship

11B Grade

ENGLISH 5 (Elect 1) Art 3 (Handicraft)

College Prep. Drafting 3

English Lit. 5 Printing 3

Academic Woodworking 3

Gen. English 5 Architectural Drawing 1

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 3 General Mechanics 3

U. 5. HISTORY l Home Management

Latin 5 Music

French 3 Typing 2

Spanish 3 Bookkeeping 1

Chemistry 1 Shorthand l

Physiology
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11A Grade

ENGLISH 6 (Elect one) Spanish 4

College Prep. Chemistry 2

World Lit. 6 Art 4 (Design)

English 6 Journalism

Journalism Drafting 4

Academic Printing 4

Gen. English 6 Architectural Drawing 2

Speech Woodworking 4

Dramatics Music

HEALTH AND PHYS. ED. 4 Merchandising

U. S. HISTORY 2 Business Law

Geometry 3 Advertising

Latin 6 Typing 5

French 4 Consumer Training

12B Grade

ENGLISH 7 Algebra 4

College Prep. Latin 7

English 7 Physics 1

Academic Music 5

Gen. English 7 or any ' Art 5 (General)

course not prev. elected Spanish 5

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT Health & Phys. Ed.

12AaGrade

ENGLISH 8 Latin 8

College Prep. Physics 2

Adv. Comp. 8 Music 6

Academic Problems of Democracy

Not required Spanish 6

Economics Art 6 (Advanced)

Trigonometry Health and Phys. Ed.



Commercial Course

103 Grade
 

Gen. Clerical & Bookkeeping

ENGLISH 3

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 1

COMJLrELECTIVE

Elective

Elective

Secretarial

ENGLISH 3

BOOKKEEPING 1

COM'L ELECTIVE

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 1

Elective

Retailing

ENGLISH 3

COM‘L ELECTIVE

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 1

Elective

Elective

Commercial Electives

Business Organization

Business Math.

10A Grade
 

Gen. Clerical & Bookkeeping

ENGLISH 4

BUSINESS.MATH.

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 2

Elective

Elective

Secretarial

ENGLISH 4

TYPING l

COM'L ELECTIVE

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 2

Elective

Retailing

ENGLISH 4

TYPING 1

BUSINESS.MATH.

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 2

Elective

Commercial Electives

Salesmanship

Merchandising

Commercial Geography

Typing 1

113 Grade
 

Gen. Clerical & Bookkeeping

ENGLISH 5

TYPING 1

BOOKKEEPING 1

U. S. HISTORY 1

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 3

Secretarial

ENGLISH 5

TYPING 2

SHORTHAND 1

U. S. HISTORY 1

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 3

Retailing

ENGLISH 5

TYPING 2

MERCHANDISING

U. S. HISTORY 1

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 3

Commercial Electives

Shorthand 1

Bookkeeping 1



Gen. Clerical & Bookkeeping

TYPING 2 or

BOOKKEEPING 2

COMMERCIAL ENGLISH

U. S. HISTORY 2

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 4

Com'l Elective

Secretarial

COMMERCIAL ENGLISH

TYPING 3

SHORTHAND 2

U. S. HISTORY 2

HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 4

Gen. Clerical & Bookkeeping

TYPING 3 or

BOOKKEEPING 3

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Com‘l Elective

Elective

Elective

Secretarial

TRANSCRIPTION 1

OFFICE MACHINES

SHORTHAND 3

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Elective

Gen. Clerical & Bookkeeping

OFFICE MACHINES or

BOOKKEEPING 4

SPEECH, ENGLISH 6, or

GEN. ENGLISH 6

OFFICE TECHNIQUES

Elective

Elective

Secretarial

TRANSCRIPTION 2

SHORTHAND 4

SPEECH, ENGLISH 6, or

GEN. ENGLISH 6

OFFICE TECHNIQUES

Elective

11A Grade
 

Retailing

COMMERCIAL LAW

BUSINESS LAW

COMMERCIAL ART

U. 5. HISTORY 2

HEALTH & PHYSICAL ED. 4

Commercial Electives

Consumer Training

Advertising

12B Grade

Retailing

SPEECH

RETAILING 1

ADVERTISING

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

Elective

Commercial Electives

Business Law

Office Machines

Retailing 1

12A Grade

Retailing

ENGLISH 6 or

GEN. ENGLISH 6

RETAILING 2

Com'l Elective

Elective

Elective

Commercial Electives

Retailing 2
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APPENDIX.M

SALARY SURVEY SUMMARY FOR LANSING, MICHIGAN

 

 

 

1956

Average Average

Starting Weekly

Rate Rate

Accounting Clerk A 68 82

Accounting Clerk B 55 69

Bookkeeping Machine Operator 51 59

Clerk, General A 52 64

Clerk, General B 43 54

Mail Clerk 45 52

Meséenger 45 50

Payroll Clerk 55 71

Tabulating.Machine Operator 59 73

Kéy Punch Operator 50 60

Addressing Machine Operator 52- 57

Calculating Machine Operator 44 62

Duplicating Machine Operator 53 57

File Clerk 42 47

Cost Clerk -- 85

Secretary, Private 58 81

Secretary-Stenographer 56 73

Stenographer A 54 66

Stenographer B 48 56

Transcription Machine Operator 56 57

TYPist A 47 64
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Average Average

Starting Weekly

Rate Rate

Typist B 41 55

Telephone Operator 44 60

Sales Order Clerk 60 67
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MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

April 30, 1963

Information concerning starting salaries: 1956

Telephone Operator $49.50

Accepts and completes local and long distance calls from Lan-

sing and area customers. Refers to route charts, quotes

charges and rates, handles some complaints, provides Special

services such as mobile, sequence, conference calls.

Control Operator $52.50

Assists instructor in training new operators. Operates train-

ing equipment at "dummy switchboard," acts as customer to

stimulate real calls.

Senior Operator $52.50

An understudy for the Service Assistant. Spends some time

operating, and some time supervising other operators. Handles

complains, service requests, does some training.

Service Assistant $58.50

Instructs new operators, is reSponsible for their additional

training, deals with customers and handles Special problems,

supervises groups of operators, does some personnel inter-

viewing.

Dial Service Instructor $57.50

Calls resident customers and discusses proper telephone usage

and how to dial properly. When new services are introduced,

such as All Number Calling, helps explain and educate the

customers.

Service Representative $60.00

Deals with customers concerning telephone bills and accounts,

sells telephone equipment and services, arranges credit, de-

posits on residence service, answers questions concerning

company, rate and charges.

Business Office Supervisor $76.00

Supervises service representatives, hires, trains new em-

ployees, handles requests for Special services requests from

customers, handles personnel problems.
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